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ABSTRACT
The inicroscale, mechanical cause of osmosis and oslmotic pressure in membrane
systems is not well understood, and no fully satisfactory mechanism has been of-
fered to explain these phenomena. Presented here is a general theory demonstrating
that the force the membrane exerts on the solute particles causes osmosis and osmotic
pressure. At equilibrium, the greater force exerted by the membrane on the more con-
centrated solution is balanced by the macroscopically observable pressure difference
known as osmotic pressure. Under nonequilibrium conditions, the membrane-solute
force is transmitted to the solvent which is thereby accelerated from rest. The result-
ing convective flow of solvent is the macroscopic phenomenon of osmosis. While these
ideas have been proposed previously, the general proof of this mechanism is novel.
Beyond the academic interest in establishing a mechanical understanding of osmotic
pressure, this work lays the foundation on which a general, quantitative theory of
osmosis is constructed in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
Osmosis in dilute solutions is usually quantified in terms of the osmotic reflection
coefficient o-, relating small pressure and concentration differences across a membrane
at zero total volume flow according to AP = aoRLTAc. Existing theories for comput-
ing o rely upon implicitly averaged momentum transport equations on the length
scale of the membrane pores (on which scale the individual solute particles can also be
resolved) as well as upon thermodynamic concepts and equations which are not ap-
plicable on such scales. The work presented provides a general theory for computing
ao which does not appeal to thermodynamic or pre-averaged hydrodynamic equa-
tions. Instead, the theory combines 'instantaneous' microscale momentum-transport
equations with recent approaches for modelling the hlydrodynamnic effects arising from
Brownian particles. Computing the long-time average behavior of these equations al-
lows macroscopically observable quantities such as ao, to be calculated. The theory
applies for membranes consisting of uniform pores of arbitrary cross-sectional shape
and solute particles possessing any geometry. Qualitative structure property rela-
tionships and general bounding results are also derived. Finally, important insights
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into previous theories are obtained, thereby illuminating the physicochemical hydro-
dynamics underlying those approaches.
Thesis Advisor: Howard Brenner
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Chapter 1
The Physical Mechanism of
Osmosis and Osmotic Pressure
1.1 Introduction
Membranes are of major biological, physiological and industrial importance. They
allow varied organisms to exchange waste products for food, physicians to administer
drugs with great precision via transdermal delivery devices, and water to be purified
simply and inexpensively. Osmotic phenomena remain worthy of study because "no
physical phenomenon has any greater import in biology than does osmosis" [102] yet,
"despite the fundamental significance for biological fluid transport, an understanding
of osmosis at the molecular level has been lacking" [54]. In particular, the microscale,
mechanical cause of osmotic pressure in equilibrium membrane systems is not well
characterized despite a large body of literature addressing this issue. Secondly, the
problem of osmotic solvent transport is correspondingly less well understood. It is the
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goal of this thesis to present a rigorous analysis that establishes a clear understanding
of the microscale cause of osmotic phenomena. Building on this foundation, Chapter
2 of this thesis constructs a quantitative theory for osmosis.
1.2 Literature Review
Osmotic phenomema are well understood in terms of equilibrium thermodynamics [27]
[34] [57] as well as in a statistical-mechanical context [30]; however, neither of these
approaches provides a strictly continuum-mechanical understanding of the dynamic
mechanism underlying osmotic phenomena. Thus Dainty [25] wrote that "few phe-
nomena are so well understood thermodynamically or so ill understbod kinematically
as the osmotic flow of solvent through a semipermeable membrane."
A great deal has been published in an attempt to provide a theoretical foundation
for osmotic phenomena. While an exhaustive review of all such articles is impossible
in this space, the importance of the theory presented here can best be appreciated
by comparison with these previous studies. Thus, the purpose of this section is: 1)
to provide a complete review of existing theories and points of view regarding the
molecular mechanism of osmosis and osmotic pressure, 2) to illustrate the widespread
confusion associated with these phenomena, and thereby 3) demonstrate the necessity
for a general theory explaining them. Quoting extensively from the original sources
allows these goals to be accomplished without bias. Presenting that work in chrono-
logical order will allow the reader to trace the historical development of theories
regarding osmotic phenomena and will show how early notions regarding their origin
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have persisted.
Nollet was the first to record the discovery of osmosis, according to Pfeffer [78].
In his book, Pfeffer reviews the experimental investigations of osmosis undertaken by
nineteenth century biologists and physiologists. ie notes, for example, that Dutrochet
"published numerous studies on osmosis between 1826 and 1837 and ... attempted to
give almost as many different explanations for the phenomenon" including electrical
and capillarity mechanisms, which he later rejected.
In the original presentation of experimental results supporting what is now known
as "Fick's Law of Diffusion," Fick [33] proposed that osmosis is a diffusive phenomenon
and applied the new law to osmotic flow across a membrane. On the other hand, he
also stated that "a force of suction comes into play on each side of the membrane,
proportional to the difference of concentration" implicitly arguing that osmosis is a
bulk flow arising due to this suction force. Thus, even before van't Hoff's classical
result AP = RTAc had been derived, Fick had initiated the conflict between diffusive
and convective mechanisms that would dominate the literature for a hundred years.
Experiments conducted by Starling [93] showed that isotonic salt solutions are
absorbed directly by the blood vessels of living animals. In recognition of this work,
animal physiologists refer to the idea that osmotic and pressure driven flows occur by
the same mechanism as the Starling hypothesis.
In 1887, van't Hoff [98] derived the law AP = RTAc governing osmotic pressure
in dilute solutions at equilibrium. To do so, lie asserted that osmotic pressure in
liquids is the analogue of the pressure force in gases. HIis derivation of the result in
liquid solutions is essentially the same as the one employed to arrive at PV = nRT
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in ideal gases and does not directly account for the solution's liquid state. The idea
that osmotic pressure arises because the solute molecules behave as an ideal gas with
the solvent behaving merely as empty space originated with van't Hoff.
A decade afterward, Lord Rayleigh [83] stated his dissatisfaction with van't Hoff's
arguments and attempted to provide a more compelling justification for identifying
osmotic pressure in liquid solutions with ordinary pressure in gases. Responding to
Rayleigh's letter a week later, Lord Kelvin [53] noted that despite apparent experi-
mental verification of these arguments even for volatile solvents and solutes having
complex structures, "van't Hoff's law vastly underestimates the osmotic pressure for
common salt and many other substances of similarly simple composition." Kelvin
examined more closely the analogy between dissolved solutes and ideal gases and
concluded:
We are left absolutely without theoretical guide as to the resultant
force due to the impacts of solvent molecules and solute molecules striking
the other piston .... No molecular theory can ... tell us what is the true
osmotic pressure against a membrane permeable to water only, without
taking into account laws [regarding solvent-solute interaction]. Itence the
well-known statement, applying to solutions, Avagadro's law for gases,
has manifestly no theoretical foundation at present.
Gibb's [34] responded to this exchange a Inonth later by presenting a therniody-
namic derivation of van't Hoff's law. To accomplish this, he introduced the concepts
of chemical potential, membrane equilibrium, and a hypothetical ideal gas state, and
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his analysis was the first to take direct account of the liquid state of the solution.
Gibbs also attempted to correct van't IIoff's misconception by stating "we must not
suppose, in any literal sense, that this difference of pressure represents the part of
the pressure which is exerted by the solute molecules, for that would make the total
pressure calculable by the law of Boyle and Charles."
Twenty years after van't IHoff [98], osmotic pressure had taken on an importance
in thermodynamics rivaling that of vapor pressure, and van't Ioff's law had been
elevated to a status comparable to Henry's and Raoult's laws, this despite the poor
fundamental understanding of osmotic phenomena that existed then. Thus, Lewis [61]
considered these three laws in great depth as they apply to concentrated solutions,
but made only a few comments regarding the 'escaping tendency' of the solvent when
discussing the mechanism of osmotic pressure.
Shortly afterward, Vegard [99] reported experiments showing that "the work re-
quired for the motion under osmosis [filtration] is just the same as the work required
for pressing the pure solvent through with a velocity equal to the osmotic velocity."
He argued that "since pure water flows under the action of a hydrostatic pressure
gradient, osmosis must also have the same cause." Thus, Vegard was the first to
assert that a pressure gradient causes osmosis. His attempt to provide further insight
into its mechanism by defining the concept of a "free pressure" was unsuccessful.
Hievesy, Hofer and Krogh [40] used isotopic solvent tracers to show that osmosis
occurs three to five times more rapidly than would be expected if it were a diffusive
solvent flow. Other such studies followed [48] [97], but because they were conducted
in complex biological systems, the only explanation that could be offered then was
16
that some kind of active process was responsible for osmosis. It would be another
twenty-five years before the idea that osmosis is a convective solvent flow was generally
accepted.
The 1950's saw irreversible thermodynamics used widely in treating membrane
transport, but since this theory is phenomenological rather than mechanistic, irre-
versible thermodynamics "reveal little of the physical mechanism of osmotic flow"
[,59]. The most notable result is that of Staverman [94] [95] who quantified osmosis
in terms of the osmotic reflection coefficient a, defined by
J, = Lp(AP - aoRTAc) (1.1)
where Jv is the total volume flow of material across the membrane, Lp is the mem-
brane's hydrodynamic permeability and AP and Ac are the pressure and concen-
tration differences across the membrane. Chapter 2 presents a general theory for
computing a,.
Chinard [20] recognized the confusion that surrounded the concept of osmotic
pressure when he wrote "osmotic pressure does not exist per se in a solution but
is a pressure difference imposed by the analyst in the laboratory." I-le argued that
diffusion is the cause of osmosis, and on the basis of a thermodynamic analysis he
concluded: "1) that the concept of bulk flow or filtration [for explaining osmosis] is not
applicable and 2) that the hypothesis that diffusion is the mechanism is compatible
with the experimentally determined condition for equilibrium and is therefore valid
as a working hypothesis," the driving force for that solvent flow being a chemical
17
potential gradient.
Hildebrand [41] noted that "osmotic pressure no longer occupies the central role
in the theory of solutions that it did a half century ago, but in biology it retains,
nevertheless, its importance as a concept, by reason of the membranes existing in
living systems." He presented his view that "osmotic pressure is due to the pressure
exerted by the solute against the membrane." In response, Babbitt [6] wrote "It
has been customary to assume that the pressure of the solute against the membrane
is intimately related to the hydrostatic pressure of the classical experiment." In
concluding his arguments, Babbitt asserted that "the driving force for the diffusion
would be the solute pressure. At the same time solvent molecules would diffuse from
the solvent to the solution and the force driving this diffusion would be the diffusion
pressure deficit of the solvent molecules in the solution."
Denbigh [27] expanded on Chinard's point by stating that
The osmotic pressure of a solution which is contained in a beaker open
to the atmosphere is not a pressure which it actually exerts; it is rather to
be regarded as being one of the thermodynamic properties of this solution
in a manner closely similar to, say, its freezing-point. When a solution is
said to have a freezing-point of -5°C this does not imply that the solution
is necessarily at this temperature but rather that -.5°C is the temperature
at which the solution would be in equilibrium with one of its components
as a solid phase. Similarly, when a solution is said to have an osmotic
pressure of 10 atm this does not mean that the solution necessarily exerts
18
this pressure but only that the solution would be in equilibrium with pure
solvent, through the semi-permeable membrane, if it were given an excess
pressure of this amount.
After presenting the modern thermodynamic derivation of van't Ioff's law, Den-
bigh asserted that "the cause of osmosis is simply diffusion; the solvent is able to
diffuse through the membrane but the solute is not. It is only when there is a mem-
brane which has this property [semipermeability] that the phenomenon can occur. As
discussed, this diffusion itself arises from a difference in chemical potential." However,
he introduced more confusion by implying that a pressure difference causes diffusion
rather than convection: "the osmotic pressure is the excess pressure which will just
prevent this flow [osmosis], and if a pressure greater than this were applied to the
solution the solvent would diffuse in the reverse direction and the solution would
become more concentrated."
One hundred years after Fick, the debate over whether osmosis is a convective or
diffusive flow was settled. Mauro [71] stated the conflict:
"The traditional view of workers in the field of capillary and glomeruler
permeability ... holds that osmosis is a mass flow of the solvent through
'pores' of the barrier (membrane) arising by some obscure mechanism-
usually not discussed-when a mole fraction difference of the solvent ob-
tains by virtue of the presence of a macromolecule impermeable to the
barrier. Another point of view has argued exclusively for the diffusion of
the solvent, that is, a molecular random drift."
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Mauro measured the flux of radioactively labelled water molecules across a membrane
due to a hydrostatic pressure difference and a dextran concentration difference. Hie
concluded that osmosis "must also develop a nondiffusional [convective] flux .... It
should be emphasized that there is no kinetic theory in existence to explain the
basis of the nondiffusional flux arising from the mole fraction effect." While Mauro's
experiments settled the question of whether osmosis is a convective flow, the issue of
why it is a flow was not settled. Ray [82] stated the central puzzle:
It is not obvious that a concentration difference across a membrane
should have the same effect as a pressure difference, and thus lead to flow
rather than diffusion of water through pores in it. Chinard [20] [21] has
objected to the concept of water flow, pointing out that in the presence of a
concentration difference alone, no hydrostatic pressure difference capable
of causing a flow exists across the membrane. Dick [28] and Harris [32]
also reject the idea of bulk flow through cell membranes, stating that
Poiseuille's law should not hold in channels of molecular dimensions. No
physical explanation of why water flow should occur under a concentration
difference seems to have become widely accepted.
Ray [82] attempted to provide that explanation by defining an osmotic potential
II = RTc and a suction S = H - P which is responsible for osmosis. He concluded
that "osmotic flow of water through membranes can be viewed as the consequence of
pressure gradients set up within the pores by rapid diffusion at the pore apertures,
across the sharp concentration gradients prevailing there."
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Despite the well known fact that osmotic pressure, being a colligative property,
depends only on the number concentration of solute particles, Levitt [60] wrote that
"the osmotic pressure produced must depend on the properties of the solvent and
not on those of the solute," concluding that "the dogma of osmotic pressure due to
'solute pressure' is invalid."
Dainty [25] noted "the fact that the same coefficient Lp is used to describe the
flow of water through a semi-permeable membrane under the action of either a hydro-
static or an osmotic pressure difference has caused great conceptual difficulties among
physiologists." He concluded that "somehow the osmotic pressure produces an equiva-
lent hydrostatic pressure within the membrane." To demonstrate this, Dainty applied
thermodynamic equations within the pore to show that a sudden concentration jump
at the pore mouth causes a sudden pressure jump there. HEis kinetic theory for liquids
gives "a pressure drop at the pore mouth of about one half RTc.... It thus seems
quite clear that osmotic flow of water through a membrane which contains pores is a
I alk flow. The driving force can be looked upon as a hydrostatic pressure caused by
markedly unbalanced diffusion of water molecules at the end of the pore."
Villars & Benedek [100] presented a reasonable but intuitive treatment of osmotic
pressure in which the membrane-solute force is treated as a body force exerted on
the solution near a pore, a force that is balanced by a one dimensional pressure
gradient. They concluded that osmotic pressure is caused "by the collision of the
solute molecules on the membrane wall."
Hill [44] presented a theory for osmosis based on 'reflection zones', pores which the
solute particle can move into but cannot penetrate through. On adopting this model,
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he concluded that "solute permeation through a pore and bulk flow are thus mutually
exclusive phenomena," and "that a membrane can be perfectly semi-permeable, and
yet have a very low rejfection coefficient; in addition, bulk flow may be negligibly
small."
Scholander & Perez [86] [87] argued that osmotic pressure has nothing at all to
do with a membrane but arises due to solute interaction with a free surface. Their
measurement of osmotic pressure in magnetic colloidal solutions "identifies solute
pressure against a free surface as the cause of the negative solvent pressure." They
concluded that "the osmotic pressure produced by the magnetic colloidal substance
relates to the free surface and not to the membrane.... [Thus] the idea of osmotic
force being driven by a difference in 'water concentration' across the membrane must
be abandoned." They further claim that "osmotic pressure is caused by the disper-
sal pressure of solute molecules and that the osmotic interaction with the water at
equilibrium is due solely to a coupling at the free surface" and that "osmotic pressure
is always uniquely related to the solute pressure acting against the free surface and
bears no direct relation to forces acting on the membrane."
Shamoo [89] presented a physical model of osmosis in which "the oscillatory motion
of the molecular neighborhood of the membrane pore induced by thermal agitation"
is responsible for osmosis. Levine [57] noted other mechanisms that have been cited,
namely that: "the volatile solvent may vaporize into the pores of the membrane and
condense out on the other side, while the involatile solute does not do so" and "the
solvent may dissolve in the membrane." Ben-Sasson & Grover [10] attempted to
revive the solute-membrane collision mechanism of Fick, but also viewed the solute
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molecules "as micro pumps that suck solvent through the pores in the membrane."
Churaev [22] employed irreversible thermodynamics to show that osmosis is due to
solute adsorption in the pores.
Soodak & Iberall [90] "regard the negative gradient -_. ti of chemical potential as
the thermodynamic or nonexternal field force per molecule or mole of i." Combining
this with the Gibb's-Duhem equation they derived van't Hoff's law and concluded
that "diffusion and osmosis are both initiated by unbalanced diffusion forces" and
that "the view that the osmotic pressure difference is 'caused' by the bombardment
of solute against the membrane with an ideal gas pressure 112 = RTc 2 is not basically
correct." Instead, they propose a mechanism in which "water in the semipermeable
membrane is stretched by the outward diffusive drive acting on the membrane water at
the solution interface." They also criticize Hlammel & Scholander's [36] theory that
osmosis is due to "enhanced solvent tension." There followed from this a five part
series in which Hammell [37] [38], IIildebrand [42], Mauro [72] and Soodak & Iberall
[91] all presented differing views on the origin of osmosis. The need for such a forum
as well as the title of Yates' [102] introductory editorial, "Osmosis: a Transport of
Confusion", illustrate that a poor understanding of osmotic phenomena has persisted
since its discovery.
Even as late as 1984, Ferrier noted that "the molecular-dynamical basis of osmosis
is not well understood." He presented the hypothesis that "osmosis results from the
attractive force between solute and water [solvent] molecules and the exclusion of the
solute from the water transport channels of the membrane".
Other contributions of interest include those of Hill [43], HIobbie [46], Rawlins
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& Oster [81] and Mauro [73] as well as reviews of Eisenmann [31], Hill [45] and
House [47]. In addition to articles devoted to the mechanism of osmotic pressure,
quantitative theories of osmosis [68] [5] [59] implicitly contain mechanisms for osmotic
phenomena. For instance, Anderson & Malone's [5] treatment implies that osmotic
pressure is due to the steric force exerted by the membrane on the solute molecules.
However, because such work is more appropriate to Chapter 2, these articles are
reviewed in detail there.
As this review demonstrates, many mechanisms have been proposed for osmotic
phenomena, but none is satisfactory and much confusion remains. As many as four-
teen mechanisms of osmosis and osmotic pressure may be counted in the literature:
1) solvent diffusion, 2) solute-membrane collisions, 3) solute suction forces, 4) pore-
mouth vibration, 5) vaporization and condensation in the membrane pores, 6) solute-
solvent forces, 7) solute adsorption to the membrane, 8) enhanced solvent tension,
9) reduced solvent activity, 10) free surface solute pressure, 11) solute dissolution in
the membrane, 12) membrane steric forces, 13) diffusion pressure, and 14) reflection
zones. Despite the variety of theories purporting to explain osmotic phenomena, none
adhere to the criteria that will be set out in section 1.3.1 as the standard for a satis-
factory explanation of osmotic phenomena. Nevertheless, a consensus seems to have
emerged recently that osmotic phenomena arise clue to the force the membrane exerts
on the solute molecule and that osmosis is a bulk flow. However, agreement on these
points merely raises a host of additional questions for which no satisfying answers
have yet been given.
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1.3 The Theory of Osmotic Phenomena
1.3.1 Introduction
The foregoing literature review demonstrates that there exists, to date, no rigorous
classical mechanical analysis of osmosis and osmotic pressure valid on the molecular
scale. It is the goal of this chapter to arrive at a clear understanding of osmotic
phenomena by providing such an analysis and to lay the foundation needed to quan-
tify osmotic transport across membranes. The previous review also illustrates the
confusion that surrounds the term 'osmotic pressure'. Much of that confusion arises
because its usage seems to define a novel pressure concept, but as has been noted [20]
[27] there is no need to suppose the existence of a new kind of pressure to explain
osmotic phenomena. In order to prevent such confusion, the following definition is
adopted for the term 'osmotic pressure' when used in this section.
Definition 1 Osmotic pressure is the macroscopic, mechanical pressure difference
observed at equilibrium between two solutions separated by a membrane.
Merely contributing to the literature another mechanism intended to explain os-
motic pressure would be of little value given the number that already exist there, but
significantly improving the current understanding of osmotic phenomena and provid-
ing a framework for treating them quantitatively would be of great importance. In
order to measure success in achieving these goals, it is necessary to set forth the follow-
ing standards that a completely satisfactory, micromechanical treatment of osmotic
phenomena must satisfy.
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1. The analysis must begin on the microscale, the scale on which individual solute
molecules and the membrane's microstructure can be resolved.
2. It must begin only with mechanical equations which are instantaneously correct
on the microscale.
3. It must extract the macroscopically observable behavior of the system from the
instantaneous equations via an averaging operation that arises from the unam-
biguous, macroscopic constraints of the problem, rather than being introduced
on an ad hoc basis.
4. Its appeal to classical thermodynamic concepts must be limited to the temper-
ature T. Furthermore, the equation that introduces the temperature into the
analysis must have a purely mechanical interpretation.
5. The concept of pressure must arise on a macroscopic, mechanical (rather than
thermodynamic) basis distinct from any reference to a solute concentration or
a conditional probability density.
6. The analysis of osmotic pressure should arrive at van't Hoff's law governing di-
lute, nonionic solutions at equilibrium without being limited to membranes or
solute particles having any specific property beyond the membrane's semiper-
meability.
7. It should predict the existence of osmosis under nonequilibrium conditions.
No existing analysis of osmotic phenomena satisfies these seven criteria. Since the
theory of osmotic phenomena to be presented does, this thesis constitutes a valuable
26
contribution to membrane science.
It is worthwhile to expand on a few of tile issues listed above. Regarding criterion
four, many existing analyses of osmotic phenomena appeal to thermodynamic quan-
tities other than the temperature. However, these approaches are not satisfactory
from a fluid mechanical point of view since such concepts (the chemical potential, for
instance) have proper meaning only on a macroscopic scale and not on the microscale
where individual solute particles can be resolved. Clearly, however, no 'purely me-
chanical' derivation of van't Hoff's law can exist since AP = RTAc refers to the
temperature of the system. However, an analysis of osmotic pressure can retain its
self-consistency on a mechanical level by introducing the temperature via an equa-
tion having a mechanical interpretation. How the theory presented here satisfies this
condition will be explained in the section 1.4.
With regard to item five, a pressure field defined at each point in space should not
be assumed to exist at the outset. Such a definition invokes continuum mechanical
concepts, and criterion number 1 leaves open the question of whether such concepts
have meaning on the scale on which the relevant physics is resolved. Also, since the
stress tensor in a rigid solid has no definition, such an analysis would not apply to
rigid solute particles, whereas osmotic pressure clearly arises regardless of whether the
solute molecule is rigid, as per criterion six. Finally, to assume a connection between
a macroscopically observable pressure and the concentration of a microscopic solute
begs the question. Rather, that connection must arise naturally during the analysis.
Regarding item six, the classical thermodynamic derivation of van't Hoff's law re-
quires only that the membrane be semipermeability and the solution be dilute. Thus,
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any analysis that claims to provide a complete understanding of osmotic pressure
must arrive at van't Hoff's law without invoking any restrictions beyond these.
1.3.2 Foundation of the Theory
Criterion number six above requires that a completely satisfactory analysis of osmotic
pressure should be valid for arbitrary solute molecules. IHowever, Brenner et al.
[17] note that progress in treating the hydrodynamic effects of flexible objects has
been limited due to the "essentially pragmatic problem of dealing rigorously with the
large numbers of degrees of freedom required to completely specify the instantaneous
geometrical configuration of the flexible entity." They therefore construct a rigorous
scheme in which a solute molecule is viewed as a cluster of n + 1 arbitrarily shaped,
rigid particles joined by internal potentials. They show that the motion of such a
cluster of particles can be described in terms of a vector r' denoting the position
of a arbitrarily chosen point fixed to one of the constituent particles and denoted
'particle locator point' and a number of internal variables denoted by o' consisting of
n vectors denoting the constituent particles' locations relative to the solute locator
point and n + 1 orientation pseudovectors ' expressing their orientations relative to
space fixed coordinates. Thus, physical quantities depending on the cluster's location
and configuration are expressible in terms of r' and w'. Such a representation is
easily adapted to molecules consisting of constituent atoms joined by internal bonding
forces. While this scheme assumes that the solute molecule can be treated in this
way, this assumption does not restrict the analysis in any material way as will be
argued at the conclusion of this chapter.
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The theory of osmotic pressure which follows rests on two axioms regarding the
behavior of dilute solute-solvent systems at equilibrium in the presence of a membrane.
These are:
Axiom 1 A conditional probability density p(r', , t,t rT'(O), w'(O)) exists which ez-
presses the probability of finding a point Q' (locked in the body of the solute particle
and denoted as the 'particle locator point') within a neighborhood of r' and configura-
tion w' at time t, given that these had initial values of r'(O) and w'(O).
Axiom 2 In the long time limit, p(r',w',t, I r'(O),w'(O)) approaches p°°(r',w')
lim p(r ,w', t, I r'(O),w'()) = p(r',') (1.2)
which is governed by
V(poeIkT)_ 0 (1.3)
Equation 1.3 generalizes the Boltzmann distribution
p(r', _') = poe-(r' w')/kT (1.4)
where q(r',') is the total potential energy of the solute particle at location r' and
configuration w', k is the Boltzmann constant, and p, is determined by the constraint
J p°dr'dw' = 1 (1.5)
that the particle have probability 1 of being found in some location in some configu-
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ration.
As Axiom 1 implies, the locator point position r' and cluster configuration w' change
with time as the particle moves under the influence of the Brownian forces exerted
on it by the solvent molecules.
The use of the term 'axiom' here is deliberate. Regarding the statements above
as axiomatic emphasizes that they are not merely assumptions in the same spirit
that one might assume, for example, that a sedimenting random-coil polyiner can
be treated as a rigid sphere having sonme average radius. Rather, Axioms 1 and 2
are regarded as true but not derivable on any more fundamental, mechanical basis.
In particular, without appealing to statistical mechanics, the Boltzmann distribution
can only be accepted on its face since it has been derived only within the context of
statistical mechanics.
1.3.3 Analysis of Osmotic Pressure
The theory of osmotic pressure developed here focuses on a hypothetical experiment
involving a membrane of arbitrary microstructure separating two reservoirs of solvent
enclosed on either side by two identical, mutually perpendicular, frictionless pistons,
denoted 1 and 2 and depicted in Figure 1.1. The pistons are held macroscopically
fixed by constant piston restraining forces, F1 and F2, and are located close to the
membrane on the macroscale, but far from it on the microscale, the scale on which the
membrane's microstructure and particle can be resolved. A single Brownian tracer
solute particle is introduced into the system at time t = 0. This particle moves about
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Figure 1.1: Hypothetical osmotic pressure experiment.
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under the action of Brownian forces and samples the physical and configuration space
available to it. The analysis which follows aims to compute the pressure difference
that arises between the reservoirs at equilibrium.
Instantaneous Microscale Mechanical Equations
Since a mechanical understanding of osmotic pressure is desired, the forces exerted
between the components of this system are of interest, and the force FXfp the mem-
brane exerts on the solute particle is of particular concern. Such a 'steric' force
necessarily exists if the solute particle is prevented from penetrating the memibrane's
solid microstructure. However, the specific origin of this force is irrelevant to this
treatment of osnlotic phenomena since its existence is sufficient for present purposes.
To express this force quantitatively, it is only necessary to refer to Axiom 2. In the
course of deriving the Boltzmann distribution via statistical mechanics, a potential
cT is defined, and by the definition of a potential, the force it exerts on a body is the
negative of the gradient of that potential. Thus
Mp = (1.6)
where the gradient V is taken with respect to the solute locator point position r'.
Defining a dimensionless potential energy E by
4t= kTE (1.7)
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then gives
EM, = -kTVE(,', w'). (1.8)
The analysis of osmotic phenomena begins by applying Newton's second law sep-
arately to the solute particle, the system of solvent molecules and the pistons. To
represent these forces, a system of subscripts is employed wherein Fij denotes the
force entity i exerts on entity j. The subscript S refers to the system of solvent
molecules, P the solute particle, A the membrane, B the sides bounding the solu-
tion, and 1 and 2 the pistons. F. and F2 denote the constant piston restraining forces
acting on the two pistons. Likewise, ai is the acceleration of the center of mass mj
of entity j. This provides for the solvent
msas = EMS + F + Fls + F2S + FBS, (1.9)
for the solute
n7pap = FIp + FSP + FIP + F2P + BP (1.10)
and for the pistons
mlal = Fs + Fpl + F, (1.11)
m 2a2 = ES2 + FP2 + E2. (1.12)
Since equation 1.9 refers only to the entire system of solvent molecules, no continuum
assumption has been invoked regarding the solvent.
Newton's third law requires that all forces occur in equal and opposite pairs, so
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that
FPS + Fsp = 0, (1.13)
Fls + F s = 0, (1.14)
Fs +Fs = 0. (1.15)
Summing equations 1.8 through 1.15 gives
m.lal + m2a2 + mpap + msgs = FMS - kTVE + F1 +  2+ E.B (1.16)
where FB = Bs + Fsp is the resultant force the bounding sides exert of the solution.
Equation 1.16 embodies a general, instantaneous miicroscale description of osmotic
phenomena, consistent with the criteria enumerated in section 1.3.1. If independent
knowledge is available for the position and configuration of the solute particle at all
times, then equation 1.16 contains all the relevant physics of osmotic phenomena, and
whatever questions one might ask about osmosis or osmotic pressure can, in principle,
be answered by referring to that equation. However, the moment to moment details
contained in equation 1.16 are of little interest. Since only macroscopically observable
quantities are of concern, the long time behavior of equation 1.16 must be extracted,
and the condition of equilibrium imposes the constraint that allows this to be achieved.
Time Averaging Operator
The constraint that the system is at equilibrium requires that it be macroscopically
unchanged for all time, and in particular, the pistons must remain macroscopically
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fixed as time approaches infinity. This is distinct from requiring that the pistons be
fixed on the microscale. In fact, the pistons cannot be maintained in fixed microscopic
locations if the restraining forces F1 and F 2 are constant and the other forces acting
on them vary with time. Rather, equilibrium requires merely that the pistons not drift
from their original microscopic locations without limit for long times. This constraint
precisely defines, without ad hoc assumption, the mathematical definition of F, and
F2
Applying the equilibrium constraint to extract the systeml's long-time behavior
requires that the motion of the pistons be quantified by applying Newton's second
law and integrating twice with respect to time. Let r(t) be the position of the center
of mass mnk of the piston restraining solution k = 1,2 at time t, v__(O) its initial
velocity, and FTk the total force acting on piston k. The piston's location is then
given by
rk(t)- () = k(O)t + 1 FTk dt"dt' (1.17)
m1 _ FTkdt" + m.kv(O) dt'. (1.18)
The constraint that the piston not drift from its initial microscopic location without
limit requires that the magnitude of
lim [(t) - (O0)J (1.19)t--aoo
be bounded. Clearly, this is a much weaker condition than the erroneous conclusion
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that the pistons remain in fixed locations on the microscale according to,
ae(t) - k(O) = 0.
Imposing the constraint 1.19 on equation 1.18 requires that
Jim FTkdt' + mkA(O)
also be bounded. But then
lim -
t--#, t [Jo FTkdt + nkk(0)] = 0
and
lim 1
t-oo t
TFTk t' + lim
o t-oo
mkYk(O) 0.
t
(1.23)
Requiring only that the piston's initial velocity be bounded yields
(1.24)
Writing the total force exerted on the piston as the sum of the solvent, solute and
restraining forces provides
(1.25)
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(1.20)
(1.21)
(1.22)
Jim 1 fFe Tdt' = 
t-.oO t JO
ETk = Sk + fPk + k.
Since Fl is a constant, combining equations 1.24 and 1.25 yields
= - lim [ Fsk + Fp ] dt'. (1.26)
Thus, the equilibrium constraint implies that the macroscopically observable pis-
ton restraining force Fk is the negative of the time average force acting on it, or more
precisely, the negative of the time rate of growth of the total impulse acting on the
piston due to the solute-solvent system. Let the overbar symbol denote the long-time
average of a quantity f according to
f = li | f (t') dt'. (1.27)
Note that the minus sign appearing in 1.26 denotes the force required to oppose the
effect of the forces that act on a piston, whereas equation 1.27 computes the average
force acting on the piston.
Ensemble Averaging Operator
Now define by analogy with the generalized Taylor dispersion theory of Brenner [14,
13, 15, 16], the local time moments of a quantity f that depends explicitly on position
and configuration, but implicitly on time due to the dependence of r' and w' on t,
to(r', ', t, I r'(O), '(0)) = j p(r', w, t, r'(0), '(0)) dt', (1.28)
('at, '(0),'()): p(r', ', t, r'(0),'(0))(t') dt', (1.29)
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|0(r',', t, I r'(O), w'(O))fm(t') dt',M(t', ', t, I r(0), '(0))=
and the global spatial moments
Mlo(t I r'(0), '(0)) 
Ms,(t I'(O), (O)) =
M,(t r'(0),'( )) =
J lo(rt', wt, t, I r'(O), w'(0)) dr'dw',
If .I , ',' t I ' (o), ~' (o)) 4e'&_',
Jf f (r', wt, t, I r'(0), w'(0)) d-'dw'.J I t
Whereas in Taylor dispersion theory, the first three global spacial moments have
physical significance, here only the significance of time moments 0 and 1 will be
apparent.
Combining equations 1.28 and 1.31 yields
Mo = f tp dt'dr'dw' (1.34)
and upon exchanging the order of integration
Iof = fp dr'd'dt'.
o/
(1.35)
Imposing the normalization condition (equation 1.5) reduces equation 1.35 to
IMo=f dt'  t. (1.36)
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(1.30)
(1.31)
(1.32)
(1.33)
Computing the time rate of growth of the first total moment by differentiating
equation 1.32 provides
The order of int gration and differentiation may be exchanged to give
The order of integration and differentiation may be exchanged to give
(1.37)
at
But differentiating equation 1.29 yields
At =Pfat
so that
at
Now computing the long time limiting value of equation 1.40 provides
lim aM, 
t-. att (1.41)lim f f f dr'dw't-0 A I
which leads to
lim a lim p d'dw'
alim t =f ddr'dw'.at if-
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J d r'dw'.at - (1.38)
(1.39)
= J lf dr'dw'. (1.40)
and
(1.42)
(1.43)
Integrating equation 1.43 with respect to time in the long time limit yields
limM1 = ( f pof dr'dw)t (1.44)
Equation 1.44 is the long time limit of the first (time) total moment of the quantity
f. But by definition
lim | f(t') dt' (1.45)
is also. Since equations 1.44 and 1.45 express the same physical quantity, they are
identical. Thus, two distinct but equivalent averaging operators exist,
1 f tf im -Jo f(t') dt' (1.46)
and
f = J J p(r , l') f (r r, ') d!r'dw'. (1.47)
The equivalence between these two expressions proves that the time average and the
ensemble average of a varying force have the same meaning as is ascribed indepen-
dently to the idea of a macroscopically observable force and also clearly illustrates
the role played by the equilibrium constraint. This equivalence is recognized as the
ergodic hypothesis [74]. However, in this case, there is no need to hypothesize that
equivalence since it can be easily proven.
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Application of the Averaging Operators to the Instantaneous Equation
Applying the long time averaging operators 1.46 and 1.47 to equation 1.16 gives
lim (mla- + 7n2a2 + ?npap + msas) dt'
-kT J/ pVE dr'dw' + Ms + F, + F_ + : (1.48)
As constants, F and f 2 are unaffected by the averaging operation. As before
limtoo m rndt' = ) - (0)) = 0, (1.49)
t-ra t JO t-*oo t
and all four terms on the LHS of equation 1.48 are zero. Thus, equation 1.48 reduces
to
- kT /pV E dr'dw + Ls + +r 2 + T = (1.50)
Macroscopic Mechanical Pressure
The force at equilibrium the solution exerts on a flat surface such as the piston
or bounding side must be normal to that surface. If this were not the case, then
the tangential component of that force would cause the surface to move without an
accompanying change in the solution's volume or other equilibrium properties. The
surface's motion would then make available an unlimited supply of energy from the
system while at equilibrium. Since this violates the principle of energy conservation,
the total force the solution exerts on a flat surface must be normal to it.
In addition, the principles of mechanical equilibrium imply that the scalar normal
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force Fk required to hold each piston in place divided by that piston's area is the
mechanical (hydrostatic) pressure Pk of the solute-solvent system in contact with the
piston. Thus
Pk = Fkl/APiston (1.51)
is the required interpretation of mechanical pressure of the solute-solvent system.
Consistent with the comments regarding criterion number five, this interpretation
circumvents any difficulty associated with defining a point-wise pressure field in a
system containing suspended rigid particles. Here Pk is a property of the bulk solution,
and no assertion is made regarding the meaning of that pressure at any particular
point within the solution. Therefore, the vector piston restraining forces are given by
F = P Apitonn, (1.52)
F= -P2Aiston7, (1.53)
where n is a unit vector normal to the pistk is, so that
Fl + K2 = nApi.ton(Pl - P2). (1.54)
Appropriate to the geometry shown in Figure 1.1, this pressure difference is not a
difference between reservoir pressures but a jump in pressure observed macroscopically
across the membrane. Employing the jump notation
l[f]l = f2 - fl (1.55)
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for the difference in an arbitrary quantity f measured far from the membrane on the
microscale but close to it on the macroscale allows equation 1.54 to be expressed as
Fl + F2 = -nApisttnl[P1!. (1.56)
Use of the jump notation and the geometry shown in Figure 1.1 emphasizes that
the membrane is the principle cause of osmotic phenomena and that any adjacent
reservoirs play no active role in causing osmosis.
Membrane-Solvent Force
In order to treat the macroscopically observable average force F'MS the membrane
exerts directly on the solvent, it is necessary to set aside the two piston experiment
of Figure 1.1, and consider the system shown in Figure 1.2 consisting of a solution
bounded by a single piston and a macroscopic piece of membrane material. Adopting
the same system of symbols, a force balance on this solute-solvent system yields
mpap + m,a, = F1 + EMs - kTVE + FB. (1.57)
Applying the averaging operators to equation 1.57 yields
F1 + EMs - kT J p' VE dr'dw' + L = . (1.58)f f - ~~~~~~~~(.58) 
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Figure 1.2: One piston osmotic pressure experiment.
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The integrand appearing in equation 1.58 can be expressed as
pOVE = e-E VeEp -_ Voo.
According to equation 1.3, pO is governed by
VeEp' ° =0,
so that equation 1.59 becomes
pVE = --Vp.
Incorporating this into equation 1.58 provides
F, + Ms + kTf J Vp drdw + = O. (1.62)
Employing the divergence theorem allows the integral above to be expressed as
J fVps dr'd' = caps dSdw' (1.63)
where S is the surface enclosing the physical space available to the locator point, and
dS is an outward pointing unit vector normal to that surface. The integral is just
f f p" dS = -p Apito.n + (Atp -Att Ao.om)pt. (1.64)
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(1.59)
(1.60)
(1.61)
where p is the conditional probability of all solute particles (regardless of internal
configuration) defined by
P=- p'(r',w) d' (1.65)
evaluated (with respect to r') in the reservior macroscopically far from the mem-
brane. The vector t is normal to the bounding sides which have been chosen to lie
perpendicular to the vector n.
As before, the equilibrium force required to maintain the piston in a fixed location
is just the pressure acting on the piston divided by its area so that
F1 = PIApistn. (1.66)
The previous arguments require that the force exerted by the bounding ends be given
by
As = -P 1 (Atop- Abottom)t (1.67)
Now let the quantity F+ (S, P1 , pO) be defined by
LMs(S, P,,p) = (PL - kT ) e dS + FMS(S, P,p) (1.68)
where the integral is taken over the membrane microsurface that contacts the solution.
As its argument implies, F+s depends on the shape S of the membrane microsurface,
the pressure P and probability density po. The integral appearing in equation 1.68
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is easily evaluated and yields
Lem dS = nApiston + (Atop - Abottom)t (1.69)
Combining equations 1.62 through 1.69 gives
FMs - 0 (1.70)
so that equation 1.68 becomes
EMS = (P - kTp) dS. (1.71)
Equation 1.71 is a general result that obtains regardless the shape of the membrane's
microsurface and applies to the situation shown in Figure 1.1. This relation implies
that the average force a surface exerts at equilibrium on the solvent of a solute-solvent
system having macroscopic pressure P1 and solute probability density pl is the same
as would be exerted on pure solvent having pressure P1 - kTpo. The direction of both
forces is the same and depends only on the shape of the surface S.
Returning to the analysis of osmotic pressure, equation 1.71 can be applied directly
to the membrane shown in Figure 1.1. In this case, applying the divergence theorem
gives
em dS - e dS (1.72)
where Mem' refers to the surface shown in Figure 1.1. But this surface has been
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chosen to be strictly perpendicular to n so that
(1.73)
-'M dS = 
and consequently
n FMS = 0. (1.74)
In addition, the previous arguments proving that the equilibrium force a flat surface
exerts on the solution must be normal to that flat surface require that TB = FBt and
thus
n.FB =0 (1.75)
since n and t were chosen so that n t = 0.
van't Hoff's Law
Taking the scalar product of equation 1.50 with n and incorporating equations 1.74
and 1.75 gives
n.(F1 +F 2)= kTn If- JE dr'dw'.
As before, equation 1.61 can be applied to reexpress the integrand as
n(F 1 + F2 ) =-kTn J IP dr'dw'.
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(1.76)
(1.77)
Applying the divergence theorem to the integral appearing in equation 1.77 gives
n ( + F2) = -kTn |J f pdSdw' (1.78)
To evaluate the integral, note that p is zero when evaluated on the surface of the
membrane since the particle potential becomes infinite there due to the membrane
surface's impenetrability, and the integrand is just the probability density when eval-
uated on the surface far from the membrane so that
n f pa dSdw' = Apiston [p] 1 (1.79)
and thus
n -(F1 + F2) = -kTApiton[p]J. (1.80)
Combining 1.56 and 1.80 gives
IiP]J= kTl[p°]I (1.81)
for the pressure jump across the membrane caused at equilibrium by a solute particle
having a greater likelihood of being found on one side of the membrane than on the
other.
The conditional probability density pa is equivalent to the equilibrium concentra-
tion of a dilute solute with the two being related by Avagadro's number N according
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to
p' = Nc. (1.82)
Since R = kN, equations 1.81 and 1.82 combine to give
=[P]  RTI[cl (1.83)
relating the macroscopic, mechanical pressure jumnp observed at equilibrium between
two dilute solutions to their concentration difference.
The analysis presented here is the first classical mnechanical derivation of van't
tHoff's law which satisfies the criteria listed in section 1.3.1. It demonstrates that the
essential physics causing osmotic pressure is the force the membrane exerts on each
solute particle. When a concentration difference exists between the two solutions,
the membrane exerts a greater force on the solute particle in the more concentrated
solution. The solute and solvent transmit that force to the pistons, and in order to
balance that force, a piston restraining force difference is required. Consistent with
Definition 1, that observed force difference is denoted as the osmotic pressure. While
the solvent participates in transmitting the membrane-solute force to the pistons, the
net force it exerts on the membrane is normal to the piston, not zero as hypothesized
by ideal gas mechanisms.
Deriving van't Hoff's law in terms of the jump operator [-]1 shows that osmotic
pressure and osmosis have little to do with effects occurring in the two reservoirs
(as the classical thermodynamic derivation suggests) but instead is caused by the
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force exerted on solute particles very near the membrane. In fact, inspection of the
preceding analysis suggests that [P] = RT[cjl expresses the condition of mechanical
equilibrium in dilute membrane systems when chemical equilibrium obtains in the
immediate vicinity of the membrane but not in the two reservoirs. In other words,
given a membrane system initially at equilibrium, [PJ] = RT[cl gives the pressure
jump required to maintain no net flow across the membrane even after extra solute
is added to one reservoir well away from the membrane, until appreciable amounts
of that solute diffuse to the membrane. In this case, the act of adding solute to one
reservoir changes the value of Ac (a reservoir concentration difference) or even renders
is undefined. However, I[c]l remains unchanged until the solute nears the membrane.
Osmosis
Osmosis may also be explained on the basis of the foregoing equations. Consider
a membrane system initially at equilibrium and imagine adding solute to one side.
Under these conditions, when these solute particles reach the membrane, the mem-
brane exerts additional forces on the added solute. Since that force is transmitted
to the solvent, the solvent is accelerated, and the resulting convective flow of solvent
is osmosis. Formally, the deviation of the -kTVE term in equation 1.16 from its
equilibrium value is balanced by the solvent's inertial force mnsas. This acceleration
of solvent continues until the force FMS the membrane exerts directly on the sol-
vent increases to reestablish mechanical equilibrium and a quasisteady flow of solvent
occurs. This mechanism applies regardless of the membrane's permeability to the
solute. Experiments showing that osmosis occurs only when solute introduced into a
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pure solvent has diffused to the membrane [721 confirm this mechanism of osmosis.
The Brownian forces the solvent molecules exert on the solute particle are crucial
to osmosis because they continually cause the solute particle to sample the locations
where the membrane exerts its force FMS on the particle.
Closure
As the literature review acknowledges, the idea that the Ineimbrane-solute force causes
osmotic phenomena did not originate here, but has been given in various formns pre-
viously. However, the analysis presented is the first to prove this on a rigorous,
micromechanical level. The importance of this work is that it fills the longstanding
void in the understanding of osmotic pressure at the molecular level, and therefore it
constitutes a significant improvement in the understanding of osmotic phenomena.
1.4 Discussion
The analysis of the previous section clearly establishes the micromnechanical cause
of osmosis and osmotic pressure. However a number of issues remain to be clarified
before a fully satisfactory picture of these phenomena can emerge. These issues
include the seven criteria listed in section 1.3.1, previously proposed mechanisms for
osmotic phenomena and new questions raised by this analysis.
Arbitrary Solute Molecules The cluster model of Brenner [17] was employed here
to represent the solute molecule, but criterion six requires that an understanding
of osmotic pressure must not be limited to solute molecules having any particular
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property. It may seem that adopting this method of representing the solute molecule
slightly restricts the generality of the analysis. In fact, any real solute molecule will
consist of a finite number of constituent atoms joined by forces to form a single
(possibly flexible) entity, just as Brenner's [17] model assumes. Beyond this, the
central difficulty in understanding osmotic phenomena is not in constructing a scheme
for treating arbitrary particles, but in establishing the connection between a solution's
concentration and pressure at equilibrium. This analysis establishes that connection
with essentially no reference to the particle's internal structure. The only function of
the configuration variable w' in the analysis is as a bookkeeping device serving merely
to express the cluster's instantaneous configuration until the point when the internal
degrees of freedom are integrated away to yield the total solute concentration in
the reservoir. The scheme employed successfully treats particles having an arbitrary
number of internal degrees of freedom, and the analysis fully satisfies the spirit of
criterion six.
Boltzmann Distribution Since the potential ~ is defined in Axiom 2 and equation
1.6
F _Mp =
follows from the definition of a potential, it cannot be claimed that equation 1.6 is
an additional assumption required in the analysis. Neither can it be claimed that
adopting the Boltzmann distribution as expressed in equation 1.3
V (poe 'l kT) = 
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begs the question as previous treatments have. In particular, such treatments often
begin with an equation that contains both a pressure and a concentration. Since
the relationship between the concentration and pressure is the principle mystery of
osmotic phenomena, it is not appropriate to begin with equations connecting them.
Equations 1.3 and 1.6 assume no such connection since equation 1.3 does not refer
to a pressure, and equation 1.6 refers neither to a concentration nor a probability.
Thus, it cannot be claimed that an analysis employing equations 1.3 and 1.6 implicitly
assumes the physics of interest, nor can it be claimed that the Boltzmann distribution,
by itself, contains all the relevant physics of osmotic phenomena. The Boltzmann
distribution makes no reference to a pressure, it does not address the issue of the
forces exerted by the membrane on the solvent, and it provides no indication of how
the macroscopic behavior of the system is derivable from unambiguous, mechanical
constraints implicit in the problem.
Mechanical Interpretation As noted in section 1.3.1, no purely mechanical deriva-
tion of van't Hoff's law can exist since the law contains the thermodynamic temlper-
ature. If the presence of the temperature in the Boltzmann distribution is objected
to as somehow inappropriate to a mechanical understanding of these phenomena, a
purely mechanical analysis can be performed in which the factor kT in equation 1.3 is
replaced by the parameter/3 0 which arises as a nonzero constant of integration in
the statistical mechanical derivation of the Boltzmann distribution [57]. Then, pre-
cisely the same analysis as is presented in this chapter yields [P]I = Pl[c]l. Since it is
the relationship between a macroscopically observable pressure and the concentration
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of a microscopic solute that is the central mystery surrounding osmotic phenomena,
such an analysis again establishes that connection without reference to any thermo-
dynamic concepts at all. Then, in order to provide further information regarding
the parameter /, thermodynamic onsiderations arise distinct from any reference to
osmotic phenomena.
Membrane Semipermeability It seems at first paradoxical that at no point in the
preceding derivation of van't Hoff's law is any requirement made that the membrane
be macroscopically impermeable to the solute, as distinct from the solute's imper-
meability with respect to the membrane's microsurface. After all, the membrane's
semipermeability plays a central role in the classical thermodynamic derivation of
van't Hoff's law. In fact, equations 1.81 and 1.83 applies to semipermeable and per-
meable membrane systems at equilibrium. Clearly, chemical equilibrium in a system
of two reservoirs separated by a permeable membrane implies that they be at the
same concentration, so that [c] = 0. Thus [P]l = 0 at equilibrium is a derived re-
sult of the analysis, not an imposed restriction. owever, across a semipermeable
membrane, a concentration difference can exist across the membrane at equilibrium.
More formally, only for semipermeable membranes does a solution of equation 1.3
for p- exist having different values in the two reservoirs. Such a membrane creates
a continuous surface on which the potential E is infinite, and this allows a solution
for p- to exist having [p°]I # 0. On the other hand, at least one path exists across
permeable membranes on which E is always finite. Since the potential approaches the
same constant on both sides, all solutions to equation 1.3 in permeable membranes
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have [p-]J = 0.
Osmotic Pressure Driven Flow It has been noted that an 'osmotic pressure'
difference of RTAc across a semipermeable membrane causes precisely the same rate
of solvent flow as a hydrostatic pressure difference AP causes in pure solvent. This has
long been considered a mystery [25] since it is unclear why a concentration difference
should cause a pressure gradient and why the equivalence between the two obtains
even when laminar flow is not expected to occur.
This equivalence can be explained by noting that when pure solvent is driven across
a membrane by a force exerted on it by a piston, the total momentum imparted to
the solvent by the piston is transmitted to the membrane within its microstructure.
This is true regardless of the membrane's microstructure and whether the solvent can
be treated as a continuum on that scale. In particular, there is no need to refer to
concepts such as laminar flow, viscosity or even pressure. Indeed, the manner in which
momentum is transmitted from solvent to the membrane is the only issue that must be
considered. Likewise, when a concentration difference exists across a semipermeable
membrane, the solute molecule exerts a force on the solvent (imparting momentum
to it) and that momentum is transmitted from the solvent to the membrane within
the membrane's microstructure in exactly the same way. The rate at which solvent
flows is determined by this rate of momentum transfer, and this rate is independent
of whether the source of that momentum is a force difference exerted on the solvent in
the reservoir by the pistons or a force transmitted to the solvent by solute molecules
located just outside the membrane. In other words, as far as the momentum transfer
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occurring within the membrane is concerned, no important distinction exists between
momentum supplied by a piston and that supplied by the solvent molecules at the
membrane's surface, since that momentum is imparted to the solution far from where
it is transmitted to the membrane. Since an osmotic pressure difference of RTAc and
a hydrostatic pressure difference of AP transmit equivalent amounts of momentum
to the solvent, they generate the same solvent flow across a semipermeable membrane
even when laminar flow is not expected.
Ideal Gas Models Proponents of van't off's ideal gas conception of osmotic
pressure cite the correctness of the eventual result in its support. But it has not been
clear why a mechanism that neglects the solvent succeeds in deriving van't Hoff's law
since the solvent's existence is central to the classical thermodynamic derivation. The
analysis given here shows that tile solvent does play the important role of transmitting
the solute-membrane force to the reservoir. HIowever, in order for the forces exerted
on the solvent to balance, the solvent must exert no net force on the membrane in
the direction n normal to the pistons. In particular, the solvent does exert a force
on the membrane, but that force is normal to the piston and therefore does not show
up in the final result for the pressure jump across the membrane. In addition, no
particular meaning should be attached to the fact that the ideal gas constant arises
in van't Hoff's law, an equation regarding liquids. The ideal gas constant R arises
merely because it is trivially related to the Boltzmann constant by R = Nk.
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Macroscopic Solute Particles It might be objected that the mechanism given
here would imply the existence of osmosis and osmotic pressure in a system consisting
of two reservoirs of water separated by a wire screen with a number of neutrally
buoyant macroscopic spheres on one side, whereas no osmotic effects would actually be
observed in such a system. The difficulty with this objection is that such macroscopic
objects are not generally regarded as Brownian, whereas Axiom 1 clearly requires
that the particles undergo Brownian motion. But in fact, no true distinction exists
between Brownian and nonbrownian particles. Rather, any suspended particle will
exhibit Brownian motion if viewed on a sufficiently long time scale. owever, cm
spheres in water exhibit that motion on a tinle scale r = 5 108 yr, approximately a
tenth the age of the earth.
In addition, suppose that two lm3 reservoirs are separated by a wire screen and
that one side contains a number of spheres lcn in diameter. The greatest number
of spheres that would fit in one reservoir is approximately 106 which gives a molar
concentration of 10- 17 so that the greatest possible 'dilute' osmotic pressure that
could be observed at room temperature is
AP = RTAc = 4 - 10- 20atm. (1.84)
This pressure corresponds to a column of mercury 3 10-20°m high. Clearly, the
mechanism predicts no unexpected results, and the objection is without weight.
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Osmotic Pressure as a Hydrostatic Pressure The preceding analysis confirms
what has been stated [20] [27] but not always understood, that osmotic pressure is
not a pressure that a solution actually exerts. Rather, it is merely a pressure ob-
served when a particular experiment is conducted. Distinct from that experiment,
the concept of osmotic pressure has little value in the context of hydrodynamics.
However, it might be objected that treating osmotic pressure as a hydrostatic pres-
sure successfully predicts the qualitative behavior of many membrane systems and is
useful for that reason. On the other hand, almost any view of osmotic pressure will
make accurate qualitative predictions if it conserves momentum macroscopically and
accounts for the membrane-solute interaction in some way. For instance, the "ideal
gas" conception of van't Hoff satisfies these conditions and arrives at AP = RTAc.
However, such ideas do not correctly predict the unusual phenomenon of anomolous
osmosis. Ionic solutions exhibit the usual positive osmotic pressure across semiper-
meable membranes, but such solutions would appear to possess a negative osmotic
pressure when anomolous osmosis occurs across a permeable membrane. This further
establishes that the common view of osmotic pressure is not a useful solution property
for making a priori predictions or constructing quantitative theories.
1.5 Conclusion
Words such as 'religion' and 'dogma' have been used in reference to theories of osmotic
pressure, words not generally associated with scientific research. These words have
been appropriate because conflicts between deeply felt and sometimes well founded
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intuitive views could not be settled by dispassionate analysis. This chapter presents
such an analysis, one showing that osmotic phenomena arise because the membrane
exerts a force on the solute molecules. At equilibrium, the greater force exerted on the
more concentrated solution is balanced by a macroscopic pressure difference. Under
nonequilibrium conditions, the solvent is accelerated and undergoes the convective
flow observed macroscopically as osmosis. Success in establishing this as the mech-
anism of osmotic phenomena can be measured not merely by comparison with the
criteria listed in section 1.3.1 or its success in clearing up the confusion that has
existed around osmotic pressure, but also by how it lays the foundation required for
solving the more difficult, less well developed problem undertaken in Chapter 2, that
of quantifying osmotic transport of solvent across permeable membranes.
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Chapter 2
A Hydrodynamic Theory for
Calculating the Osmotic
Reflection Coefficient
2.1 Introduction
The importance of osmosis to subjects ranging fromn the life sciences to industrial sep-
arations is well known. In fact, "no physical phenomenon has any greater importance
in biology than does osmosis," [102] yet "osmosis is a poorly understood phenomenon
of considerable complexity for which there is at present no fully acceptable theory"
[45]. A number of theories have been proposed for quantifying osmosis, but none
proceeds from a well-defined, instantaneous hydrodynamnic model (one that explicitly
embodies the essential physics of osmotic phenomena to be listed shortly) to average
equations which encompass a wide range of membrane and solute properties.
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Chapter 1 of this thesis demonstrates that the microniechanical cause of osmotic
phenomena is the force the membrane exerts directly on the solute particles, that
force being transmitted to the solvent. That work lays the foundation on which a
quantitative theory of osmosis can be constructed. Just as there has been no rigor-
ous, mechanical understanding of the equilibrium phenomenon of osmotic pressure,
neither has there been a fully satisfactory, hydrodynamic treatment of the transport
phenomenon of osmosis. The goal of this chapter is to provide such a theory.
Anderson & Malone [5] state the central mystery surrounding osmosis: "The
existence of a solute concentration gradient in an unbounded solvent does not by itself
generate an appreciable volume flow. When a discriminating barrier (membrane) is
placed between two solutions differing in concentration, however, a net volume flux
is expected; such transport is termed 'osmosis' or 'osmotic flow' ". They also repeat
Denbigh's [27] warning that the osmotic pressure "is not by itself nor is it properly
described as a 'solute pressure,' and hence its usual name 'osmotic pressure' may
be misleading." Indeed, Chapter 1 confirms that there is no need to invoke the new
concept of an osmotic pressure exerted by a solution to explain osmosis.
Developing a general theory of osmosis is complicated by several features of the
physics that are essential to osmosis. Briefly, they are that:
1. Nonequilibrium conditions necessarily obtain.
2. The membrane exerts a force on the solute particle.
3. The solvent molecules exert Brownian forces on the solute particle which cause
it to undergo apparently random motion.
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4. Momentum and mass transport occur simultaneously and are possibly coupled
since Brownian forces account for solute diffusion.
5. Osmosis involves a multicomponent system.
6. The solvent cannot be treated as a continuum if the solute and solvent molecules
are of the same scale.
None of these factors by itself necessarily prevents a quantitative treatment of osmosis
from being established. Instead, satisfactorily addressing all of these issues has proven
difficult, a fact reflected by the lack of a satisfying, general theory of osmosis given
the importance of the problem in membrane science.
2.2 Literature Review
This review focuses on existing fluid mechanical theories of osmosis. Therefore, ap-
proaches resting on nonequilibrium thermodynamics 96] [501 [49] [76] [26] or frictional
theory [92] [51] are not considered here as such treatments "reveal little of the phys-
ical mechanism of osmotic flow" [70]. Readers interested in the intriguing history of
the work regarding the qualitative mechanism of osmosis are referred to Chapter 1
Osmosis is most often quantified in terms of the osmotic reflection coefficient
ro which was defined by Staverman [94] according to the relation
Jv = L(AP - aoRTAc) (2.1)
where Jv is the total volume flow of solute and solvent across a membrane in the limit
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of small pressure AP and concentration Ac differences across a membrane having
hydraulic permeability Lp. Equation 2.1 is often written as
AP = oRTAc Jv = (2.2)
relating quasistatic pressure and concentration differences across the membrane under
conditions of zero volume flow. Computing the osmotic reflection coefficient is the
central challenge in quantifying osmosis, a problem which Landis & Pappenheimer
[56] described as "one of the most important unsolved questions in contemporary
studies of permeability."
The first attempt to compute o on a hydrodynamic basis was that of Manning
[68] who modeled steady state solvent transport across a membrane "by assuming its
effect to be equivalent to that of an externally imposed force which acts on the solute
but not on the solvent." A one-dimensional, hydrostatic equation
dP dE
+ cRT = 0, (2.3)dz dz
is integrated together with an equilibrium (Boltzmann) concentration profile to arrive
at the result
~o = 1 -K (2.4)
where E is an average, dimensionless solute potential energy and K is the partition
coefficient [35] relating reservoir and intramembrane solute concentrations. Notably,
no direct account is taken of any nonequilibrium effects.
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Anderson & Malone [5] developed "a model for osmosis in porous membranes based
on classical transport as well as thermodynamlic equations," one that is generally
regarded as the leading theory for computing ao. The central basis of their approach
is that "the thermodynamic effect of the pore wall on the solute determines the
coupling between solute concentration difference and bulk flow." This effect arises
due to the force exerted by the pore wall on the solute particle, that force being
expressed as the gradient of the solute potential energy which determines the radial
distribution of solute particles. These ideas are quantified by asserting that "because
radial mechanical equilibrium exists within the pore, the Gibbs-Duhem equation can
be used to relate pressure and potential gradients."
+ cRT-= O. (2.5)Or + r -
An axially varying Boltzmann distribution is assumed to describe the solute concen-
tration in the pore
c(r, z) = o + A ) e- (, (2.6)
and the quasistatic Navier-Stokes equation
1 a 1tz AP
15-- r =_- = -(2.7)r r r az
is employed to describe momentum transport within the pore. Equations 2.5 and 2.6
are integrated together, and the resulting expression for the pressure is incorporated
into equation 2.7 which is solved for the axial solvent velocity field v,. Intramemibrane
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values of pressure and concentration are related to their respective values in the two
reservoirs by applying a local Boltzmann distribution and the Gibbs-Duhem equation
in the pore ends. Finally, the constraint of zero total volume flow is imposed to arrive
at an expression for aO. In long, thin cylindrical pores they obtain the 'hard sphere
theory' result
= (1 - K)2 (2.8)
in which K = (1 - a/R) 2 where a and R are the sphere and pore radii respectively.
Equation 2.8 agrees with experimental data [88] [29] [65] much better than the
To = 1 - K result of Manning as Figure 2.1 illustrates. The solid line appearing
there is the theoretical result of Manning, and the solid curve is that of Anderson
& Malone. While the variation in that data prevents a conclusive verification of the
theory to be made, equation 2.8 is clearly a significant improvement over equation
2.4. Much of the spread in the data shown arises because the membranes employed by
Durbin (wet gel, cellophane and dialysis tubing) do not consist of uniform, cylindrical
pores and the solutes employed by Schultz et al. [88] (dextrans, albumin, y-globulin)
were not hard spheres. On the other hand, Long & Anderson [65] conducted their
experiments in track etched-mica membranes which are well described in terms of
uniform, cylindrical pores. Although that work was primarily concerned with the
flow dependence of ar,, six data points from that study do correspond to the slow flow
limit implicitly considered here. Those six points agree especially well with equation
2.8.
Anderson & Malone's success clearly demonstrates the need to begin with three
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Figure 2.1: Data of Durbin (diamonds), Schultz et al. (triangles) and Long & Ander-
son (squares).
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dimensional models and to directly incorporate nonequilibrium effects, as embodied
by the z dependence of concentration in equation 2.6 and the concomitant concen-
tration dependence of the axial pressure gradient. Thus, they concluded that "static
but nonuniform conditions (concentration, pressure) along the radial direction of a
permeable cylindrical pore provide the driving force for osmotic flow." Their result
"illustrates the coupling between solute concentration and pressure which generates
the driving force for bulk flow" and that "the velocity profile for osmotically driven
flow may differ considerably from pressure driven flow even if the average velocities
are the same for both." In later contributions, concentration [1] [4], flow [2] [66] and
solute geometry [3] effects were modeled and experimentally measured [67]. By this
time, equivalent forms of equation 2.5 were referred to as a "differential force balance"
[1] [3]; in section 2.6 we explain the precise, physical meaning of this balance. While
the approach employed by Anderson et al. transformed the understanding of osmosis
by acknowledging the importance of nonequilibrium and three dimensional effects,
it neglects the hydrodynamic effect of the solute particle's finite size as viewed on
the pore scale. This is evident since no hydrodynamic boundary condition (such as
no-slip) is applied on the particle's surface.
Curry 24] attempted to account for the solute's finite size by equating the force
exerted on the solute particle computed via hydrodynamic theory [39] to the 'drag
force' from frictional theory [92] [51] [77]. Levitt [581 [59] also attempted to address
such effects by "a combination of continuum hydrodynamics and thermodynamics".
In this approach, the 'thermodynamic force' exerted on the solute (computed as
the axial derivative of the chemical potential) is equated to the hydrodynamic drag
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exerted on the solute particle, and the thermodynamic work done by the solute during
transfer between the reservoirs is equated to the viscous energy dissipation. The final
result for o, is similar to Anderson & Malone's hard sphere theory but includes a
correction factor for the hydrodynamic drag exerted on the solute particle. This
result reduces to Anderson & Malone's when hydrodynamic interaction between pore
and particle is ignored.
Osmosis in ionic solutions and charged membranes has been considered by a num-
ber of authors [63] [64] [85] [92] [75] [52] [101] [70]. These approaches generally employ
nonequilibrium thermodynamics or combine hydrodynamic, electrical and thermody-
namic equations, and have much the same flavor as the theories developed for nonionic
solutes. Although such phenomena are not the current focus, the theory presented
here sheds light on the phenomenon of anomalous osmosis (101] [63] [64] even though
that theory is limited to nonionic solutes.
Existing theories for computing o are unsatisfactory from a fluid mechanical
point of view for a number of reasons. First, thermodynamic concepts and equations
play a vital role in many of these theories, yet such concepts have no place in a
purely hydrodynamic analysis. Indeed, thermodynamic concepts have no meaning
on scales whereon individual solute particles can be resolved. Rather, their meaning
is confined to macroscopic amounts of material containing representative numbers
of solute particles, a scale inconsistent with the pore level, hydrodynamic models
employed. While such equations might be argued to embody 'average' effects on the
microscale, this averaging is never precisely defined. Neither are the average equations
derived from self-consistent, instantaneous models. Deriving average equations from
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such models is not merely a quaint, academic exercise; it is highly desirable because
it requires the investigator to come to grips with all essential physics at the outset.
The philosophy underlying this approach has been termed 'macrotransport' [14] [13]
[15] [16].
Second, a 'thermodynamic force' exerted on the solute particle is sometimes as-
sumed to exist, yet its equal and opposite counterpart, whose existence is required
by Newton's second law, is omitted. Although Einstein [30] employed a similar idea
in relating a Brownian particle's diffusivity to its hydrodynamic mobility, violation
of fundamental mechanical laws while attempting to model momentum conservation
phenomena is troubling.
Third, existing theories are not sufficiently general ,o compute o,, at least in
principle, for all solute and pore geometries and interaction forces. The value of such
a theory is that it allows general qualitative trends to be extrapolated to the complex
membranes and solute molecules found in practice. In addition, confining one's self
to hard, spherical solute particles, for instance, conceals the confusion that often
exists between the solute particle, the point arbitrarily chosen to denote its location,
and the location in space of the particle's physical effects. For example, statements
implying that a hard, spherical particle cannot move closer than one radius to an
impenetrable boundary betray that confusion. In fact, only the sphere's center obeys
this restriction. Such confusion leads directly to unsatisfactory concepts such as pore
scale, pressure discontinuities located one radius from the membrane wall [100].
Osmosis has been termed "a transport of confusion" [102]. Motivated by this
confusion and the shortcomings of existing attempts to understand it, we present a
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general, hydrodynamic theory of osmosis, one which rests on the foundation laid in
Chapter 1 and which begins with a self consistent, instantaneous microscale model.
Our goal in doing so is to eliminate this confusion and surmount these shortcomings.
2.3 Motivating Analysis
Chapter 1 demonstrates that osmosis is a convective flow of solvent through a mem-
brane and that the momentum transport occurring within a semipermeable membrane
due to a solute concentration difference is essentially identical to the transport that
results from a pressure difference. Thus, in a porous semipermeable membrane, the
force the pores exert on the solvent must be accounted for in any mechanical inves-
tigation of pressure driven flow and osmosis. This suggests that the rate at which
osmosis occurs in permeable membranes is also determined by the rate at which the
momentum supplied to the solvent (by the solute and whatever agency accounts for
the pressure difference) is transmitted to the membrane within its interstices, and the
following analysis confirms this.
Consider the hypothetical experiment envisioned in Chapter 1 and shown in Figure
1.1 in which two reservoirs containing solute and solvent are separated by a porous
membrane and bounded on either side by frictionless pistons. Assume the membrane's
thickness L is much greater than the length scale lpo characterizing the pore size
(Ipo/L < 1). In this case, chemical equilibrium obtains in both reservoirs as well
as a distance O(lp,) into the porous structure, and therefore much of the mechanical
equilibrium analysis of Chapter 1 can be applied to this chemical nonequilibrium case
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as well. In particular, equation 1.50
- kT f p VE drw' +_ MS + +F = (2.9)
expresses a quasistatic average force balance on the solute-solvent system. The av-
eraging operators required to derive this result still apply since the pistons remain
macroscopically fixed at zero total volume flow.
The integral term in equation 2.9 can be expressed as separate integrals that
account for the effects arising in the three separate regions shown in Figure 2.2, the
two reservoirs (and adjacent interstitial membrane space) and the interstices of the
membrane far from the ends. Thus
J pO VE dr'dw' = PO VE dr'dw' + 1 pa VE dr'dw' + f f p-VEdr'dw'
(2.10)
where 1 and 2 refer to the numbered regions shown and 'Pore' refers to the space
contained within the membrane pores far (compared to lpo) from the pore ends.
Because chemical equilibrium obtains in region 1, pO can be expressed there as a
locally valid Boltzmann distribution pl given by
p (',d) = poe-E(,!W' ) (2.11)
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Figure 2.2: A memrane showing tile separate reservoir and pore regions.
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where po is the particle's probability density evaluated in reservoir 1. Thus
J / p VE dr'dw' = p e-VE dr'dw', (2.12)
o= ~-J je~Edr dwI (2.13)
= J ippdr'dw' (2.14)
= pdSdw ' (2.15)
where the divergence theorem has been employed in the last step, and the surface S
encloses region 1 with dS an outward pointing unit vector normal to that surface.
On membrane surfaces, p' 0 since the solute cannot penetrate the membrane and
the potential E becomes infinte there. Thus, the only nonzero contributions to the
integral in equation 2.15 arise due to particle locations in the pore cross-section and
the reservoir.
In a membrane consisting of many long, uniform pores, the equilibrium partition-
ing of solute between the bulk solution and the membrane is expressible in terms of
the partition coefficient K [35] [62]
1 FfPK AP Io prdSdw' (2.16)
A Je eEdSdwIt (2.17)
which expresses the equilibrium ratio of particle probability density within the porous
membrane and the adjacent solution where Apor, is the cross-sectional area of the
pore. In this case, the integral appearing in equation 2.15 can be expressed in ternls
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of K by combining equations 2.15 and 2.16 to yield
kTf p-dSdw' = -kTp [Apit.o - KApo,,J n. (2.18)
where APisto is the area of the piston and n is a unit vector normal to the pistons
which have been situated so that n coincides with the direction of the pore axis. The
same result applies in reservoir 2 without the leading minus sign, so that
J /1 P VE da'dw' + Jj p VE dr'dw' = -kT[p][Apist - Apor,,]n (2.19)
where l[P°oI = p - p is the difference in the particle probability density between the
two reservoirs. However, the jump notation [.]1 has been employed (rather than the
difference notation A) to emphasize that the relevant quantity driving osmosis is the
solute concentration measured in the reservoirs near the to the membrane rather than
the assumed uniform concentrations measured in macroscopic reservoirs.
The membrane solvent-force FMs can also be evaluated by separating bulk and
interstitial effects. The analysis of section 1.3.3 proves that when local equilibrium
obtains, the force the membrane microsurface exerts directly on the solvent is equiv-
alent to the force that would be exerted on pure solvent at a uniform hydrostatic
pressure of P1 - kTpl. Thus
= (P1 - kTp) JM dS + (P2 - kTp) M dS + S, (2.20)
where Mem, 1 and Mem, 2 refer to the membrane surface bounding the regions 1 and
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2, and FMS,Por is the time average force exerted on the solvent by the membrane's
pores (where chemical equilibrium does not obtain) far from the pore ends. Evaluating
the first integral above yields
/Meml dS = -(Apito, - Ap,,,)n. (2.21)
The same analysis applies in region 2 without the leading minus sign so that equation
2.20 reduces to
FMS = (I[P]I - kTI[pJ]l)(Apiston - Alpore)l + EtMS,Pore . (2.22)
As argued in Chapter 1, the piston force difference is expressible in terms of the bulk
pressure jump by
FE + F2 =- [P]JAi,tn. (2.23)
Incorporating equations 2.10, 2.19, 2.22 and 2.23 into equation 2.9, scalar multiplying
by n, recalling (from Chapter 1) that FB = 0 and collecting terms gives
- Apo,,[P]I + (1- K)kTl[p°]l + n *EMS,P r- kT J |r po n. VE dr'dw' = . (2.24)
Although derived here for membranes consisting of uniform pores, equation 2.24
also applies in any membrane having a :omogenous microstructure. In this case, K
still describes the solute partitioning, but Apo,, is replaced by Api,t,, where e is
the membrane's porosity. If the membrane is homogenous, the membrane-particle
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interaction force has no preferred direction within the porous structure, so that
J p n VE dr'dw' = 0. (2.25)
If the membrane consists of uniform pores, then n -VE = 0 far from the pore ends,
and equation 2.25 obtains identically rather than merely on average. In either case,
equation 2.24 reduces to
I[P = kT - K + Apo ) I (2.26)
Since equation 2.26 was derived for zero total volume flow, comparison with equation
2.2 provides
.- FAMS.Pore
0 = 1- K + I[polIAporj (2.27)
Beyond the requirement that the membrane satisfy conditions necessary for the
partition coefficient K to exist, the analysis leading to equation 2.27 is as general
as the derivation of van't Hoff's law contained in Chapter 1. Equation 2.27 thus
establishes a general form for 0o. It also shows that the driving force for osmosis is
the force the membrane exerts on the solute particle, a force embodied by the 1 - K
term in 2.27. As will be shown, the remaining term due to the force MS, Pore the
membrane interstices exert directly on the solvent appears always to be negative and
thus retards rather than contributes to osmosis.
Equation 2.27 shows that neglecting interstitial momentum transport assumes
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that
kTn * iSJpore« it ! (2.28)kTJ[p"JApo,,
and leads to the ao, = 1-K result obtained by Manning. At first, inequality 2.28 seems
quite reasonable since at zero total volume flow, solvent moves through the membrane
on average only as fast as solute diffuses across it in the opposite direction. The re-
sulting slow relative motion between solvent and membrane would seem to justify
neglecting any accompanying hydrodynamic drag force. However, this analysis shows
that when osmosis occurs in the absence of a pressure difference, a balance is required
between the membrane-solvent force Et-fs and the membrane-solute force -kTVE,
which is transmitted to the solvent and whose net magnitude is (1 - K)kT[pO°]Apore,
the excess force on the RHS of equation 2.19 beyond the equilibrium contribution
when K = 1. The force that the membrane exerts directly on the solvent in the
pore ends where chemical equilibrium obtains cannot balance the force exerted by
the solute on the solvent within the pores where chemical equilibrium does not ob-
tain. Therefore, the force exerted on the solvent by the pores _IS,Por, is required to
establish mechanical equilibrium within the pore when chemical equilibrium does not
obtain there. This balance requires that
n EMS,Porc = 0((1 - K)kT[po]lApo,,) (2.29)
or
_It _MSPoe =0(1 - K). (2.30)
kT[p]IAp,,
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Since 1- K is 0(1), inequality 2.28 cannot be satisfied in general. Also, the
o = (1- K)2 result derived by Anderson & Malone agrees with available experimental
data much better than does o, =- 1- K, as noted. Finally, the analysis leading to o =
1- K takes no direct account of nonequilibrium effects and must therefore be viewed
with suspicion. Thus, persuasive theoretical and experimental evidence indicates
that any quantitative theory of osmosis must account for the momentum transport
that occurs within the membrane's interstices and which leads to the menlbrane-
solute force FMS,Po.c The remainder of this chapter is directed toward modeling this
transport.
2.4 A Hydrodynamic Theory of Osmosis
Chapter 1 of this thesis proves that osmosis is caused by the force a membrane exerts
on the solute particles, that force being transmitted to the solvent; the previous
section proves that the force the membrane pores exert directly on the solvent balances
this membrane-solute force. Since this balance of forces occurs in a liquid solvent,
a quantitative theory for osmosis requires a fluid mechanical approach. As such,
osmosis is less a problem in mass transport than momentum transport. However,
standard hydrodynamic methods whereby a no-slip boundary condition is applied
on the solute particle's surface have proved unsuccessful (during this research) in
improving on the o, = 1 - IK result of Manning. Therefore, a modeling scheme
for treating solute particles has been employed that provides tractable equations
that address the essential elements of the physics of osmosis listed in section 2.1.
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This approach generalizes the method proposed by Batchelor [7] [8] to account for
the direct and indirect contributions to the viscosity of a suspension of Brownian
particles. Rather than treating a solute particle's hydrodynalnic effect in terms of a
no-slip boundary condition satisfied on its surface, Batchelor views the particle as a
region of solvent having a uniform divergence in the stress tensor. That is, the solute
particle is treated as a region of solvent on which a uniform body force acts.
Regarding Brownian motion, Batchelor explains that "the resulting translational
diffusion of the particles due to Brownian motion is the same as if, and has the
same mechanical consequences as if, each particle were acted on by a certain steady
force," [81 although "it is of course not to be supposed that the interaction of a
particle with the molecules of the surrounding medium is literally equivalent to the
exertion of a steady force on the particle" [7]. He concludes that "it is essential to
hypothesize a thermodynamic field or stress system throughout the medium which"
has a nonzero divergence within the solute particle. While Batchelor regards the
action of fluctuating Brownian forces in terms of a steady 'virtual' force, no such
fictitious force need be invoked to explain osmosis. Instead, the solvent body force
assumed in the model arises due to the membrane-solute interaction force.
The theory underlying Batchelors' approach involves the fundamental hydrody-
namic singularities and analytic continuation of the fluid velocity field within the
region of space occupied by the particle [11] [23]. Brady's Stokesian Dynamics [12]
employs similar ideas and has been shown to be quite useful in a variety of fluid-
particle phenomena. In his application of Stokesian Dynamics, Phillips et al. [80] [79]
compare Batchelors' result [8] to Krieger's [55] experimental data for the viscosity
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of a suspension of spheres and find better agreement than with Batchelor's [9] cal-
culation for the suspension viscosity of non-Brownian particles. This experimental
validation of Batchelor's approach in a physically distinct problem from osmosis is
strong motivation for adopting a similar approach to treating osmosis. Though osmo-
sis and suspension mechanics are distinct, both are momentum transport phenomena
in which the Brownian nature of the solute particle apparently cannot be neglected.
2.4.1 General Equations
The theory of osmosis developed here examines the flexible, Brownian tracer solute
particle considered in Chapter 1 to be bathed in an incompressible, Newtonian sol-
vent of viscosity # and density p. The solute particle moves between two reservoirs
of solvent separated by a porous, rigid membrane having an as yet unspecified mi-
crostructure. The solute particle is regarded as a region of solvent in which exists
a distribution of fundamental hydrodynamic singularities representing the instanta-
neous hydrodynamic effect of the particle as it undergoes Brownian motion. Let the
function Fd(r,r',w') express the distribution of point forces (stokeslets) having vec-
tor strength Fd at a point in space r when the particle locator point is at r' and
configuration w' [17]. The stokeslets (indeed all singularites) are distributed, and Hi
is nonzero, only within that region of space that would be occupied by the actual
solute particle at a given instant. In this case, the instantaneous solvent stress tensor
is given by
V 11 =Ed (2.31)
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where FA = 0 if r is located outside the region of space that the particle would
occupy. Since the actual solute-solvent system is modeled as if it consists only of
solvent, standard continuum mass and momentum conservation equations can be
applied to the solvent throughout the entire interstitial space of the membrane and in
the two reservoirs, provided that the pore and solvent scales are sufficiently disparate
that the solvent can be regarded as a continuum on the scale of the membrane pores.
In this case, the instantaneous continuity equation applies
V v = 0, (2.32)
as does the Navier-Stokes equation
aa= /tV2 v - VP + , (2.33)
where the convective inertia term has been neglected due to the smallness of the
Reynolds number describing osmotic flow in viscous liquids on length scales char-
acterizing membrane interstices. However, the inertia accumulation term pOv/Ot is
retained in explicit recognition of the inherently unsteady nature of Brownian motion
as viewed on time and length scales on which that motion can be resolved. The usual
no-slip boundary condition
v=0 (2.34)
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governs the instantaneous solvent velocity on the surface of the membrane's inter-
stices. The instantaneous volume flow of material across the membrane is
J=IPor v-dS (2.35)
where the integral is taken over any continuous surface spanning the membrane pores.
Equations 2.32 through 2.35 embody the essential physics of osmotic momentum
transport in the model system. If F_ and the solute particle's location r' and config-
uration w' are known at each moment in time, then the osmotically induced solvent
velocity at each point in space and moment in time can be computed in principle.
However, only macroscopically observable phenomena are of practical interest, and
thus the long time average behavior of these equations is extracted by applying the
momentum averaging operators
f(r) lim t J f(rr(t'),w'(t')) dt' (2.36)t-o,, ~' _(, _'(t', ')
= JJp (rlw) (r r',w) drd/ (2.37)
developed in Chapter 1. The integral appearing in equation 2.37 extends over all
particle locations and configuration, and p°(r', w') is the long time limit of the condi-
tional probability density describing the solute particle's location r' and configuration
_'.
Applying the time averaging operator (equation 2.36) to the first three terms of
equation 2.33 and the ensemble average form (equation 2.37) to the remaining term
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6- gives
lin Ajp dt' lim t o (/lV2l - V P) dt' + f p d dr'd ,'. (2.38)
The LHIS of equation 2.38 is easily integrated, and since the magnitude of the solvent
velocity v must be bounded, this term is zero.
1 f t Ov Ili- t' Jp- dt'= lir - P [v(r, t)-(r, 0)] = 0 (2.39)
Because time and position in physical space are independent variables and the respec-
tive argument functions are continuous, the spacial gradient operator V and the time
averaging operator commute. The ensemble averaging operator and the spatial gra-
dient operator also commute because r' and r are independent quantities. Invoking
this commutivity in equation 2.38 provides
tV 2 iIn - I vdt'- V lint - Pdt' + FT = 0 (2.40)t-. t - t-0 tO
where the overbar symbol has been employed to express the ensemble average of the
instantaneous force Fd.
d = f f pO F dr'Iw' (2.41)
Applying equation 2.36 defining the overbar symbol to tile velocity and pressure terms
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in 2.40 provides the long-time average equation
/IV2V- V] +d = (2.42)
governing osmotically induced momentum transport in porous membranes. Similar
application of the averaging operators yields the long-time average continuity equation
V v= 0, (2.43)
as well as the boundary condition governing I on membrane microsurfaces,
v =0. (2.44)
Finally, the average volume flow of material across the membrane is just
(2.45)
Equations 2.42 through 2.45 describe the average effect of osmotic momentum
transport for all membrane microgeometries, solute particle geometries and membrane-
particle interaction forces. If pO and fL are known a priori, these equations consti-
tute a straight-forward paradigm for computing the long-time average microscopic
velocity field and resulting total volume flux induced by concentration and pressure
differences across a membrane. Thus, within the context of the model employed, all
problems involving osmosis are solvable in principle, subject to the restrictions ii-
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7, = f ,- dS
posed in developing the model. However, without a detailed hydrodynamic theory
for momentum transport on the length and time scales on which the solute particle
undergoes Brownian motion, F.d cannot be calculated independently. Therefore, as a
modeling assumption, we suppose that the force distribution Fd is everywhere in the
same direction as the actual force -kTVE the membrane exerts on the particle and
that this force is distributed in physical space according to a function fd so that
Fd(r, r ,') -kTVE(', w ) fd(r, r'e, ') (2.46)
As with Fd, fd is nonzero only within the region of space that would be occupied by
the actual particle. The constraint
J fd(, r,L')dr = I (2.47)
(for all r' and w') guarantees that the resultant of the force distribution Fd represent-
ing the solute particle is identical to the force -kTVE that would be exerted on the
actual solute particle.
The approach adopted by Batchelor [8] represents the particle as a uniform body
force so that
fd = /Vp (2.48)
when evaluated within the particle, where Vp is the solute particle's volume. This as-
sumption will be employed subsequently when specific results are computed. Though
reasonable, simple and intuitive, it must be recognized that the distribution 2.48 is ad
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hoc. Therefore, the exact force distribution fd is left unspecified so that the sensitivity
of the computed results to any assumption regarding fd can be assessed.
2.4.2 Membranes Consisting of Long Uniform Pores
Equations 2.42 through 2.45 govern the nioientun transport resulting froin a con-
centration difference across a membrane for all membrane microgeometries. However,
further progress can be made by applying those equations to ilembranes consisting
of niany long, thin uniform pores having length L and cllaracteristic cross-sectional
width ,, satisfying 1,,/L < 1. Within such pores (shown in Figure 2.3), it is possible
to express the position vector r as an axial coordinate with an associated unit vector
u, and a cross-sectional vector q satisfying q t = 0. The spatial gradient operator
then becomes
7 = Vq + (2.49)
where 7 is the two dimensional gradient operator in the pore cross-sectional space.
rThis formal separation of so-called "fast" cross-sectional anRd "slow" axial variables
was first employed by Brenner [111 [151 in his presentation of generalized Taylor
dispersion theory.
Far enough into the pore that end effects decay away, the potential field does not
vary axially, implying
OE
= 0. (2.50)
Thus, the force the membrane exerts on the solute particles there has no axial coln-
ponent and u,, Ed = 0. Straightforward application of the averaging operator then
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Figure 2.3: A long, thin pore with uniform cross-section.
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~~~~~~~~~~~
yields
z*. d = 0. (2.51)
Well within the pore, a cross-sectional equilibrium can be expected to obtain.
Therefore, the long time average probability density p adopts a radial Boltzmann
distribution which varies slowly along the length of the pore, so that
p (r,w, ) = p + lIIp ]L e(q . (2.52)
Combining equations 2.41? 2.46, 2.49, 2.50 and 2.52 gives
7(r) = (q,z ) = -kT J | (P + i[il ) e-E ,E d dz'dq'd.' (2.53)
Because fd is nonzero only within the particle, the z' appearing in the first term of
the integrand above differs from the values of z for which fd # 0 by no more than Is,
the length of the longest line that can be inscribed within the particle. If the pore is
much longer than the solute scale, so that es = lsIL << 1, then the z' in that term
can be replaced by z, and equation 2.53 can be written
it(r) I fr(,oz) = -kT JJ(P + [p lu) e erE fd dz'di 'ds (2.54)
with an error of O(ES). Carrying out the integration with respect to z' then gives
(r) = E d(, z) = -kT f CE ±[P°1Ij)  D di'dw' (2.55)T\-~'fdlW
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where
fD(q, q', W') = f(r, , ') dz' (2.56)
=l fd(q , , z', , ') dz'. (2.57)
Integrating fd with respect to z' removes the z' and z dependence of fd because in
the long-pore limit, fd depends only on z - z' and not on z and z' independently.
As usual, in order for a well developed average velocity field to exist, the average
pressure field P field must vary linearly along the pore. Thus, subject to a posteriori
verification, P is assumed to adopt the form
P(q, z) =-H - kTl[pol LI.M(q) + PO(q) (2.58)
L L -
where Mll(q) and P(q) are functions to be determined and H is a constant. As axial
pressure gradients drive osmotic flow, only H and AI will prove to be relevant.
Computing the divergence of all terms in equation 2.42 and employing equation
2.43 yields
v2 P = V Fd. (2.59)
Combining equations 2.49, 2.51 and 2.58 provides
VP = -Fd (2.60)
governing the cross-sectional variation of the average pressure.
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Scalar multiplying equation 2.42 by us and employing equations 2.49 and 2.51
yields the axial momentum transport equation
,V2- O (2.61)
for the average axial velocity field %h = uz · V which satisfies
Oz8Z
(2.62)
since it is well developed.
Differentiating equation 2.60 with respect to z, exchanging the order of differen-
tiation and incorporating 2.58 yields the governing equation for AI(q),
V2M =- _//(,E) - ifD dq.'d . (2.63)
Applying the divergence theorem yields the equivalent form
V2M J//-. D. dS'dw' + e-. *fD dq'd' (2.64)
with the surface S' enclosing the space available to the particle. Since the potential
E is infinite at the pore wall (due to the wall's impenetrability) the integrand of the
first integral is identically zero so that an equivalent form for the M equation is
V2M = JeE *fD d'd'.q II --ql- -.qf j4g' (2.65)
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Since equilibrium obtains in the ends of both pores, the pressure field evaluated
there at all points Oq' on the pore wall must be constant. This condition can be
satisfied only if M is a constant there as well, leading to the boundary condition
M(q) = constant. Since the eventual result for a, will prove to be invariant with
respect to any constant added to M, the boundary condition
l(q) = 0 on q (2.66)
can be chosen without loss of generality.
The constant H in equation 2.58 is determined by relating the average pressure
in the ends of the pores where z = 0, L to the pressure in the respective reservoirs. A
force balance on the control volume denoted as region 1 in Figure 2.2 gives
F - J TP(q, z = 0) dq q-kT f p VE dr'dw' + PdS = 0. (2.67)
As noted in section 2.3, the average force the membrane exerts directly on the
solvent at equilibrium is the same as would be exerted by a uniform hydrostatic
pressure of 7P = P1 - kTpo. Applying this result to evaluate the last term of equation
2.67 yields
f ds = -n(Api. - Apo)(P -kTp ). (2.68)
Likewise, the same analysis as employed in section 2.3 provides
kTj pO VE dr'dw' = (Apito - ApoeK)p;ln. (2.69)
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Again F1 = Apo,,ePn, so that combining equations 2.67 through 2.69 eventually
yields
P oreA Lpor, ,-
P(q,z = O) dq = 0.
Precisely the same analysis applies in the other end of the pore, so that
P2 - ( - K)kTp - 1 e
APore ore
Now define the bracket operator (.)
K A Pore IPore
P(q,z = L)dq = 0.
f(q) dq
which computes the cross-sectional average value of a function f(q). Taking the
difference between equations 2.70 and 2.71, employing the bracket notation, and
solving for I[PI] gives
where
I[Pl = (l- )kTl(p°ll - (P q)11)
J[(q)]- =P(q, = L) - P(q, = 0).
(2.73)
(2.74)
Combining equations 2.74 and 2.58 gives
1[(q)jl = If - kTl[p°]aM(q). (2.75)
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(2.70)
(2.71)
(2.72)
Incorporating this into equation 2.73 and solving for H provides
H = [P] + kTI[ploJ [(M(q)) - ( - K)]. (2.76)
Thus. with M(q) and H determined, P/Oz is known in principle, and the axial
momentum equation can next be solved.
Let (.) be the Green's function operator [19J [18] yielding the solution to the
Poisson boundary value problem governing Fz:
=q- T(q), (2.77)
vF = 0 on q (2.78)
so that Fi is expressible as
y- = (T(q))
= g(q, q") (q") dq"
(2.79)
(2.80)
where g is the Green's functions satisfying
V 2g = 6(q- '")
g=0 on q.
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with
(2.81)
(2.82)
Combining equations 2.58 and 2.61 gives
iV2 H
9= 
~~t12~7'
which is solved by applying the 5 operator,
kT[l 6(M(q)).
L
(2.84)
The total volume flow through one pore is then computed from equation 2.84 by
applying equation 2.45 and employing the bracket operator.
Apore (If ((1))
plL
- kTl[p°]l (G(A)))
Incorporating equation 2.76 yields
J = P- i (g(1)) [I[P]I - (1 - K)kTI[po]l + kTIlpo]l M(q) (Mh(q))\l(5(1)) /1
Comparing equation 2.86 with the defining equation 2.1 for o provides the hy-
draulic permeability
A PoreL, - (6())
p1 L
(2.87)
and the osmotic reflection coefficient, which can be expressed as
o= 1- K-X (2.88)
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kTI[PII
L (q), (2.83)
(2.85)
(2.86)
H
Fz = LGM 
where
X = (I(q)) (2.89)
is the intrapore momentum contribution predicted in 2.27 with
I(q) M(q) - (M(q)) (2.90)
_ (9(1))
Equations 2.63 through 2.66 and 2.88 through 2.90 require that two Poisson
boundary value problems be solved for each combination of pore, particle and inter-
action potential before X and uo can be computed. However, additional development
allows this work to be reduced so that a single nonhomogeneous, biharmonic equation
is solved for each pore geometry, after which X can be computed as the cross-sectional
average of known functions for each particle and potential. This development pro-
ceeds by noting that the boundary value problem for M is of the same form as for
the Green's function problem defined in 2.77 and 2.78 so that Ml can be expressed in
terms of the Green's function operator as
M = (f e- EV, Vif, dq'dw) (2.91)
or
M = I j (I YI)e-P V '* IIfD(', d, w') dj'd&'P. (2.92)
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Now define the M operator by
(2.93)M ((q, q q )) = JJ @ e-E dq'dq"dw'
so that
M = M(g(q, q")Vq, _q,, fD (q q, w))
Recalling 2.89 and 2.90 gives
X = ( (4
(2.94)
(2.95)
· ,fD(g (5(1)))))
The G and () operators commute with M since they operate on q and M operates
on q', q" and w' so that
x =M (,
Defining the hydrodynamic weight function IV by
(2.96)
W(q") = -(
A1ore
Apore
M (IVi ,
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gives
(g) )Apo, (2.97)
'I qfD) (2.98)
G~(g)/
or equivalently
--Ap. J e JE .Iq, ifD dq'dq"dw' (2.99)
Since the Green's function g satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition and is sym-
mnetric with respect to exchange of q and q" [19], W satisfies the boundary condition
W(q") = 0 on aq". (2.100)
Two equivalent formulations for X obtain from equation 2.99 on employing the
divergence theorem, the chain rule for the gradient operators and noting that e-E
and W(q") are both zero when evaluated on the pore boundary. Thus
1= r -E IA IW, --- ,,eE _q,,fD dq'dq"dw (2.101)
and
X = ore ///fD e-E q,,IV dq'dq"d-'.(2.102)
The function W can be computed directly from its definition 2.97 after comput-
ing the Green's function g, but it proves simpler to express WV as the solution of a
boundary value problem. Taking the laplacian of equation 2.97 gives
v, W=-(V2 119 - gg;((1)) ), A por, (2.103)
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and noting that the Green's function satisfies [19]
Vq,,g(q, q") = 6(q - q"), (2.104)
equation 2.103 eventually yields
V2,IW = -Apore. (q- q") - (2.105)G(6(q - q"1))\
(G(1)) ·
Incorporating
(6(q-')) = 1
Apore
and
6(( - ")) = g(q - _q")
provides the partial differential equation that TY satisfies, namely
V2W = (g) po'
re w (6(1))
(2.106)
(2.107)
(2.108)1.
Another formulation for W obtains on taking the laplacian of 2.108 in which case
"4 W _1
1,,w ((1))' (2.109)
The additional boundary condition required when equation 2.109 is employed is ob-
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tained by evaluating 2.108 on the boundary Oq" where g = 0 so that
V2W = -1 on. a-. (2.110)
An alternative boundary condition obtains directly from the definition 2.97
jQV s,.= - ((.qig - (NV,))* (2.111)
The boundary value problem 2.100 and 2.108 for W corresponds to a steady state heat
conduction problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions and zero net heat generation.
Thus, in membranes consisting of long, thin uniform pores, ao can be computed in
principle for all pore cross-sections, solute particle geometries and solute-mlembrane
interaction potentials that satisfy the conditions invoked in deriving this result.
2.4.3 Short Range Interaction Potentials
When the membrane-particle interaction potential E varies over a length scale IE
which is much shorter than the length scale lc, characterizing the pore cross-section,
so that EE = E/Ics < 1, then in the limit as EE - 0, the .qe - E term in equation
2.101 remains nonzero only for those solute particle locations q' and configurations
w' in which the particle appears to touch the pore wall, as viewed on the scale of the
pore (see Figure 2.4). For a given configuration w', the set of points occupied by the
locator point in which the particle contacts the surface of the pore forms a contour
which is parameterized here by s. If the outward pointing unit normal to this contour
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(S,. ')
Pore Wall
Figure 2.4: Pore cross-section showing contour traced out by particle locator point
when the particle contacts the pores wall.
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O'
is denoted n(s, '), then
linY_,e = - q'(s'))m&(sc') 4b (2.112)
where q'(s,w') denotes the locator point positions in which the particle contacts the
pore and , is the local metric function describing conversion from the coordinate
system q to the local curvilinear coordinate system on the contour (evaluated at s
and w') according to
dq = ¥' dsdnc. (2.113)
Employing equation 2.112 allows equations 2.101 and 2.102 to be expressed as
X = -A | | | W(,n * q"fD) 4 dsdq"d'aX , - (2.114)
and
(2.115)Apore J fD(- . ,TV) 4' dsdq"dw'
respectively. Since
assumption of short
the theory developed here does not apply to ionic solutes, the
range forces is not a great restriction.
2.4.4 Implicit Assumptions of the Theory
The proposed model of osmosis is quite general, however its implicit assumptions must
be noted. As has been acknowledged, it applies for dilute solutions of rigid, nonionic
solutes. Also, the solute particle scale 1, and the membrane pore scale l,, must be suf-
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ficiently greater than the scale of the solvent molecule a (a/l, << 1 and a/l, << 1) that
the solvent can be regarded as a continuum (as required by application of continuum
conservation equations 2.32 and 2.33) while simultaneously resolving the solute par-
ticle and the membrane's microstructure. Therefore, the theory developed does not
apply to osmosis in gases or when the solvent molecules undergo so-called 'single file
transport' [691 across the membrane. In addition, the solute particle must undergo
Brownian motion and the Reynolds number describing that motion must be small
compared to unity. Under these conditions, equations 2.42 through 2.45 quantify os-
Inotic momentum transport. The analysis contained in section 2.4.2 further requires
that the membrane consist of uniform pores satisfying IsIL < 1 and I,,/L << 1.
In addition, writing the instantaneous force distribution function E (r, r,W') with
no explicit dependence on time t but depending implicitly thereon via the time depen-
dence of r'(t) and w'(t), assumes that F_ depends only on the instantaneous location
and configuration of the solute particle in a pore and not on the path taken by the
particle to that location and configuration. This path independence obtains when the
solvent and solute molecules undergo many interactions on the time scale required
for the solute particle to move a characteristic body size. The following order of
magnitude calculation demonstrates that this generally is the case.
Solvent molecules of mass m move with Brownian velocities characterized by their
thermal energy so that
1 2 3
1 v2= kT (2.116)2 2
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.3kT 2
771
(2.117)
The time scale rs on which solvent molecules move a characteristic body size is then
1
a (a2m2
V T
(2.118)
The time scale rB on which the solute particle moves a characteristic body size i
due to Brownian motion is
127I'TB = D (2.119)
where the particle diffusivity is given by [30]
D = kT
6 7rpl,
(2.120)
so that
6 7rl3t
TB = kT (2.121)
The time scale F on which the solute particle moves due to the force FMP the
membrane exerts on it is
1I
tF - (2.122)
where the solute velocity induced by this force is
U = FMp/6rI,
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(2.123)
so that
TF = > (2.124)FMP
Comparing time scales for diffusive and forced solute particle motion gives
7 F 671rll k2 T kT
- = = 0(1). (2.125)
rB FMP 6rl - lFMp
That is, Brownian forces kT/l, and the force the membrane exerts on the solute FMP
are necessarily of the same order of magnitude because these two forces must balance
in the long time average since they are the only forces that act on the solute particle.
Now comparing the characteristic time scales for solute and solvent motion gives
1
B U61rl3,L) a2) 2(2.126)
rl3 ) ( l08) (2.127)
For solute molecules having 1, = 100A in water, (for which a ~ 3A1) then
= 1 10-7. (2.128)
TB
Thus, for most systems of physical interest, solute particles are acted on many times
by solvent molecules so that path dependent effects indeed decay on the time scale
required for the solute particle to move to a 'new' location. This justifies the lack of
direct dependence of F_ d on time.
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2.5 Results
The general equations developed in section 2.4.2 are employed here to derive results
for many specific pore and particle geometries. In order to apply those equations,
the force distribution function fd must be known, however section 2.4.1 acknowledges
that fd is not known a priori within the context of this theory. HIowever, Batchelor's
[8] success in employing the uniform volumetric distribution to describe the solute
particle motivates us to do the same. In this case, equation 2.57 implies that fD is
equal to the length of a line in the u. direction inscribed within the particle divided
by the particle's volume. Later, the variation in CTo that arises due to different choices
of fd is evaluated. While the results contained here are limited to short-range inter-
action forces, the effect of forces that penetrate into the pore is also estimated. In
addition, the results computed here are limited to rigid solute particles for which the
configurational variable w' reduces to a single orientation rseudovector '.
2.5.1 Slit Pores
A simple pore model for which many analytical results can be computed is the slit pore
geometry shown in Figure 2.5. While no membrane exhibits such pores, employing
this model enables the effect of solute geometry on o to be evaluated without resort
to numerical methods. In such pore's, the cross-sectional variable q can be expressed
in cartesian coordinates as (x,y) with dq = dxdy. On nondimensionalizing by the
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Figure 2.5: A slit pore with spherical and needle-like particles.
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pore half spacing h, equation 2.102 for X reduces to
X Apore I ' I fD dq'dw'dq"'PO~~0y - - 9I OI (2.129)
where all intrapore momentum transport effects have been embodied in the hydrody-
namic weight function W which in slit pores is
1 y2)2W(y") = -(1 - Y2)2
8
(2.130)
For short range interaction forces, equation 2.129 becomes
1
where n . , equals +1 and -1 when
respectively, and APore = 2.
For rigid, axisymmetric particles,
duces to an orientation integral given
(2.131)fD ( ) (Y),, dsd&/dq"
ay,,
the particle contacts the top and bottom plates
the configuration integral in equation 2.129 re-
X =J"1 r 2f'j d-I'='f o .sinqdOd54ir- J  (2.132)
where is the angle made by the particle axis in the plane of the bottom wall and
qO is the angle between the axis and that wall. All so called steric effects effects
are implicitly contained in the potential E which becomes infinite for orientations in
which the particle would penetrate the pore wall. Equations 2.129 through 2.132 can
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be employed to compute X for any given solute particle if fd and E or n~ are known.
Spherical Solutes
For a rigid, spherical particle of radius a, the uniform force distribution representing
the particle is
(X - x')2 + (y - yl) 2 < a2
ffD = - ( _ ( - ) - (y - y)')2
= 0
(2.133)
(x-x') 2 + (y _- y) 2 > a2
Combining equations 2.129 through 2.133 and defining A = a./h provides
X = A(1 - 0.8A)(1 - A), (2.134)
so that Or, is
r = 1 - K - A(1 - A)(1 - .8A). (2.13.5)
If the solute particle does not adsorb appreciably to the pore, then K = 1 - A [35]
and
ar = 1.8A 2 - 0.8A 3 . (2.136)
Equivalently, in terms of the partition coefficient
a, = (1 - K)2 (1 + 0.8K). (2.137)
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Note that equation 2.135 is distinct from equations 2.136 and 2.137 because a 'hard'
potential is the nonadsorbing special case of a short range potential. Note also that
ao, is always less than 1 - K. This bound holds for all a, results computed here and is
quite general. The issue of bounds on ao will be addressed in greater detail in section
2.6.
Thin, Aximsymmetric Solutes
While a spherical model can represent many solutes reasonably well, the effect of
solute shape on o is of great interest. One shape for which simple quantitative results
can be computed is that of thin, axisymmetric solute particles of length Is. Such
particles can be represented asymptotically in the high aspect ratio limit as a varying
line force along the axis of the particle. For such a model, the force distribution fD
is given by
fD(q, q',') = J fL(w) (q - q(w, q',')) dw (2.138)
where fL expresses that linear force distribution and which satisfies
j fL(w) dw = 1 (2.139)
where the particle's centerline is parameterized by 0 < w < 1 and q(w, q', q) gives the
cross-sectional coordinates q of the particle centerline at w for a given location and
orientation (q', '). For the uniform volumetric force distribution employed here, fL is
the cross-sectional area of the particle in a plane (normal to the centerline) located at
w divided by the particle's volume. Combining equation 2.138 with equations 2.129
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through 2.132 and carrying out the orientation averaging yields the general result
X = X Aw(l - Aw) 2fL(w) dw (2.140)
which is valid for = ls/2h < 1. An equivalent formulation results on substituting
w' = 2w - 1, in which case (I 7_(1+m2)72+ 2+31n73 ( . 41)
2 2 +4 q 16
where
m2= ] w' 2f(w') dw' (2.142)
is the force distribution's second moment about the particle's center. If fL depends
only on particle shape then fL(w')= fL(-w') and
f(w') dw' = 2. (2.143)
In the high aspect ratio limit for hard potentials, the partition coefficient of such
particles simply approaches the needle result [35] of K = 1 - A/2. Thus
O= (1- ) 2 [(1 + n2 ) K + 1- 2]. (2.144)
For all m.2 and < K < 1, a, increases monotonically with m 2. Thus, particles
having a larger second moment have a larger o, for a given K. For such particles
having A > 1, the eventual limits of the Oq' integration in equation 2.129 change to
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reflect the orientations allowed on steric grounds, and results other than equation
2.140. 2.141 and 2.144 are obtained. However, no useful simplifications occur to
allow this calculation to proceed analytically. More complex expressions for K are
also required from [35].
Equation 2.140 can be applied to a high aspect ratio cylinder (a needle) which has
a uniform cross-section for all axial positions 0 < wo < 1 so that fL = 1. Applying
equation 2.140 provides
X = 1A - 2 -3 (2.145)
2 3 4
which is valid for A < 1. If the solute particle does not adsorb to the membrane, then
0 iS
a A_ 1- A (2.146)
3 4
again with A < 1. Expressing this in ternis of the partition coefficient gives
o = (1 -K) 2 2K + (2.147)
for 0.5 < KI < 1. While analytic results for needles having A > 1 are too complex to
carry out here, numerical results are easily computed, and Figures 2.6 and 2.7 give
the results obtained for X and o,.
For a particle consisting of two right, circular cones joined at their bases (a bi-
conic), fL is
fL = 12w2 0 < < 
(2.148)
= 12(1 - )2_ < < 1.
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Figure 2.6: Theoretical curves for X for short range potentials.
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which provides the result
1X=-A
2
For nonadsorbing particles, ra, is
o, = 0.55A2 - 0.1625A3 (2.150)
again for A < 1. In terms of the partition coefficient this is
a, = (1 - )2(1.3K + 0.9) (2.151)
for 0.5 < K < 1.
For solute particles consisting of high aspect ratio ellipsoids of revolution, the force
distribution function is
3 = 2),fL = -(1 -
2
(2.152)
which gives m2 = 2/5 and
1
X=IA2
2
3 13
A2 + Aa.
5 5
(2.153)
For nonadsorbing potentials, the osmotic reflection coefficient is then
(2.154)3 1A3a= A2 --
5 5
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1 1 A2+
40 1603 A3160
(2.149)
and
, = (1 - K) 2 [1.6K + 0.8]. (2.155)
A common model for treating the hydrodynamic effects of high aspect ratio par-
ticles is a dumbbell consisting of two points joined by a rigid rod having no hydro-
dynamic effect. Computed here is the more general result for N + 1 evenly spaced,
equal point forces joined along a common axis for which
fr,(w)-- N + 1 E W- (2.156)A 1 N0 -
Applying equation 2.140 gives
X 1A 2N + 2 N + A3 (2.157)2 3N 4N
Note that in the limit as N - oo, equation 2.157 approaches the result for a needle
(equation 2.145) as expected. For nonadsorbing solutes this yields
2N + 1A N + 
+ 12 _ N + 3 (2.158)3N 4N
and
(1-) 2 [2 ( + + 3 (1 - )] (2.159)
For a two point dumbbell (N = 1) these reduce to
X = A _2 + 3 (2.160)2 2
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and for nonadsorbing solutes
a = 2 A3 (2.161)
2
and
ao = 4K(1 - K)2 . (2.162)
2.5.2 Cylindrical Pores
A useful model for many membranes is that of uniform cylindrical pores because
such models are amenable to experimental test in track-etched mica membranes. In
cylindrical pores of radius R, the cross-sectional variable q can be written in polar
coordinates as (r, 8) so that dq = rdr dO and on nondimensionalizing by R
I ft Oe-E W
X= A III rfD-cos(O" - ')b dq'd.'dq" (2.163)
where
W(r) =--(1 - r)2 (2.164)
8
The cos(O" - 0') term arises as the product of Uq, Uq_, and Apor = 1/2. For short
range interaction potentials, this reduces to
X = -2 /fD ar cos(O" - O'), dq"dsdw' (2.165)
where q'(s,w') expresses the particle locator point positions in which the particle
contacts the pore.
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Spherical Solutes
For spheres of radius a having A = aR < , X can be expressed in closed form.
Choosing the sphere's center as the locator point gives for the metric function and
the conditoin of contact b = r' = (1 - A). In this case, the number of internal degrees
of freedom reduces to zero so that no terms depend on w' and the w' integration has
no effect. The cross-section's symmetry allows ' = 0 to be chosen without loss of
generality so that equation 2.165 becomes
X = (1 -A) fD(r, )r(l - r2)cos r ddr (2.166)
- J- 0e,(r)
where
fD(r, 3) = ( 2 (2.167)
with
w2 = r2 + r2 2rr' cos (2.168)
and
A2 = r2 + r 2 - 2rr' Cos 0o (2.169)
and r' = 1 - A.
These can be expanded asymptotically for << 1 to yield
X = 2A - 5.8A2 + 5.6A3. (2.170)
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For nonadsorbing potentials, this yields
o _ 4.8A2 - 5.6A3 . (2.171)
For 2 < A < 1, X can be expressed in closed form as2o - -
X = (1 - A) JofD(r )r(l - r2 ) coS Or drdO +
(1 ) 02 I(O;A) fD(r, O)r(l - r2 ) Cos Or drdO (2.172)
where r satisfies
A2 = r2 + (1 _ )2 -_ 2r(l - A)cos9.0~~) (2.173)
The asymptotic result for hard, closely fitting spherical particles (1 - A << 1) is
X _ 0.2(1 - A) 2 (2.174)
and for hard potentials
o- 1- 1.2K. (2.175)
Results for X and o, can be computed numerically for spherical particles for all
size ratios, and these results are shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. Equations 2.170 and
2.174 serve to verify the numerical results shown in Figure 2.6.
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Needles
Numerical results for X and o, for needle-like solutes in cylindrical pores are also
shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 respectively. Oddly, all four curves in Figure 2.7 exhibit
the same asymptotic behavior of a, with respect to K < 1, but no underlying reason
for this is immediately obvious.
Numerical Solutions
In order to calculate X numerically, Simpsons's rule was employed to evaluate the
integral expression 2.115 for X using 20, 40 and 80 integration points, although 40
was generally sufficient. For spherical particles in cylindrical pores with A < 1/2, the
exact expression 2.166 was employed, otherwise 2.115 was used. For needles, one end
of the needle was assumed to lie in contact with the pore wall, and only the sterically
allowed orientations contribute to the final results. Code was written in Turbo Pascal
5.5 on an IBM PC with an 8087 math coprocesser opperating at 4.77Mhz.
2.6 Conclusions
Experimental data found in the literature compare favorably with the theoretical
result computed here for hard spherical particles in cylindrical pores, as shown in
Figure 2.8. However, those data do not allow a quantitative and conclusive verification
of the theory. Only the data of Long & Anderson seem to fall along a single curve, and
these data agree particularly well with our theoretical result. Much greater spread
might have been expected in this data since the solutes employed there were latex
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of theory with experimental data of Long & Anderson.
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molecules which are charged, random-coil polymers rather than hard spheres. That
the data agree as well as they do with our result is gratifying, especially given the
lack of direct knowledge of fd. HIowever, any statistical comparison of the data with
our result and that of Anderson & Malone would be meaningless and will not be
attempted.
The agreement between available data and the theory presented constitutes con-
vincing evidence for the mechanism of osmosis demonstrated in Chapter 1 and for the
methods employed here to account for the interstitial momentum transport that is
clearly crucial to osmosis. Equations 2.27 and 2.88 prove conclusively that osmosis is
caused by the force the membrane exerts directly on the solute particles when those
particles are in the region near the membrane where partitioning occurs, the force
that gives rise to the 1 - K term in those equations. Interstitial momentum transport
occuring due to concentration gradients well inside the pores, embodied by the -X
term in equation 2.88, actually retards osmosis since X is strictly positive, as will be
argued in section 2.6.1. Thus, osmosis results directly from the forces that cause the
solute partitioning, not the consequent "radial variation in concentration" per se as
asserted by Anderson & Malone [5].
The origin of this interstitial transport term may appear mysterious at first. After
all, a force exerted radially on the solute particle causes a net axial force on the
membrane pore. The underlying reason for this is the fact that the pressure field in
liquids is isotropic. Thus, when the membrane exerts its repulsive force on the solute
particle, that force is transmitted axially to the solvent. The resulting momentum
travels along the pore equally in both directions, with some diffusing to the pore wall
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(and exerting an axial force on it) and the rest escaping into the reservoirs. In the
presence of a concentration gradient, this momentum transport results in a net axial
force on the membrane pore.
The equations involved in computing ao, also make clear that a universal curve of
o, versus K cannot be expected. While the intrapore momentum transport term X
can be expressed, in principle, in terms of K for any given solute-pore combination,
X is not easily expressed in terms of K generally. Note, for instance, that equation
2.17 and has much the same form, although the presence of the extra factors in the
expression for X prevents it from being represented in terms of K in any simple but
general way. (The relationship between X and K is more fully stated in section 2.6.1.)
On the other hand, the difference between theoretical curves of o-, versus K shown in
Figure 2.7 for various solute-membrane combinations is so small (0.17) that it could
be easily overwhelmed by experimental error, especially when the solute-membrane
interaction can be characterized in terms of 'hard' potentials. Thus, some systems
might seem to adhere to a universal relationship between a, and K while those
exhibiting strong solute adsorption would deviate widely from it, leading possibly to
considerable confusion.
Nevertheless, equations 2.27 and 2.88 emphasize that the partition coefficient is
not merely a convenient variable with which to correlate a,o data. Rather, K arises
identically as one term in the expression for o,. Thus, measuring a particle's Stokes-
Einstein radius and then computing K assuming it to be a hard sphere will introduce
the same error in computing ao as it does in computing K. Clearly, such an approxi-
mation can only account for purely steric forces and not solute-membrane potentials
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that penetrate into the pore or which cause adsorbtion. Likewise, mlodeling the solute
particle in terms of a sphere of equivalent volume is just as ad hoc. The resulting
error could be quite large and could even lead to physically meaningless results, par-
ticularly for solutes that are not nearly spherical or that adsorb to the membrane.
Only with a direct experimental measurement of K [84] could one hope to accurately
account for all these effects in general.
Correspondence with the Approach of Anderson et al.
The Anderson & Malone result o, = (1 - Ki)2 for hard spheres in cylindrical pores
differs from our corresponding result by no more than 0.05. The underlying reason for
this similarity is that their approach constitutes a special case of the theory developed
here. In particular, if the force distribution function fd is chosen as a point force
located at the sphere's center, which is also chosen as the particle locator point, then
in the context of our treatment
fd = M(r- r'), (2.176)
and the general equations developed here reduce to the momentum equation implicitly
adopted by them,
# V2 - = VP + kTp VE. (2.177)
In addition, employing equation 2.176 in equations 2.131 and 2.165 reproduces their
results for spheres in cylindrical and slit pores. This emphasizes that the equations
refered to as the Gibbs-Duhem equation ([5], equation 8) and a differential force
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balance ([3], equation 5; [1], equation 7) implicitly treat the solute particle as a point
force with respect to hydrodynamic effects, but as a three dimensional body as far as
steric effects are concerned. Such an approximation is a useful modeling assumption
but cannot be derived rigorously from any self-consistent model of the actual solute
particle.
If the approach of Anderson et al. and the distribution function 2.176 yields results
so similar to those computed from our more complex theory (complex, at least as
regards fd) what advantage lies in employing the equations developed here? One
advantage of the more general theory is that it allows bounds and qualitative trends
that govern o to be deduced. Another is that explicit separation of intrapore and
pore-mouth effects contributes novel insight into osmotic phenomena. Finally, the
approach developed here does not confuse the locator point with the location in
space of the particle's hydrodynamic effect, as equation 2.176 implicitly does. This
confusion violates the requirement that physically meaningful results not depend on
the arbitrary choice for the locator point made by the investigator. It can be shown
that the variation in o that arises due to different choices of locator point can be
as large as 0.12. It might be argued that a particle's center of symmetry is the
'correct' choice for the locator point, however nonsymmetric particle's allow no such
unambiguous choice. Neither does the particle's center of mass [5] occupy unique
status as the correct choice as the locator point. Thus, results resting on these ideas
cannot be regarded as unique and unambiguous. However, the results derived here
do not depend on the choice of locator point because the actual value of the terms
appearing in the expression for X do not actually depend on that choice.
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Sensitivity to Choice of Force Distribution Function
As noted in section 2.4 the force distribution function fd cannot be computed a
priori within the context of this theory, although Batchelor's success indicates that
a uniform volumetric distribution reasonably represents the hydrodynamic effects of
Brownian solutes at least within the context of suspension mechanics. The results
below demonstrate that little variation occurs in o, for other choices of fd as long as
the function employed is sufficiently smooth in some sense. Although considerable
variation can result by concentrating the hydrodynamic effect of the particle at a single
point located (within the particle) at a specific location with respect to the pore wall,
such distributions have little to recommend themselves on intuitive, physical grounds.
Rather, distributing the force represented by fd throughout the particle seems more
reasonable and provides results for ro- that are much less dependent on arbitrary
choices made by the investigator than distributions that concentrate the particle's
effect at a single point. For instance, Brady & Bossis [12] found in computing the
sedimentation velocity of a periodic array of spheres that representing the spheres as
a uniform distribution of force over the surface of the spheres yields more accurate
results than representing them as point forces at the sphere centers.
Given below are expressions for 0o for hard, spherical particles in slit pores coin-
puted using the uniform volumetric distribution and two alternative distributions,
each integrated with respect to x' and nondimensionalized by the pore half spacing.
In the above, w = y - y' with -A < w < A < 1 and y' = ±(1 - A). The second
distribution above refers to a uniform distribution of force over the surface of the
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f fDd' 0.0
Uniform Volumetric I3 (A2 - W2 ) 1.8 2 - 0.8A3
Uniform Surface 1 2A2 - 3
Weighted Surface I_; _ 1.8A2 - 0.8A3
Table 2.1: Results assuming different force distributions.
spherical particle. The last distribution weights that surface force in proportion to
the absolute value of the scalar product of vectors normal to the surface of the particle
and the pore wall.
Two points are noteworthy in the results above. First, the largest variation be-
tween values for o, computed using these three force distributions is just 0.03, less
than likely experimental errors. This lack of variation in a, with respect to fd, at least
for smoothly varying force distribution functions, is quite reassuring since it represents
the best possible state of affairs given that fd is not known a priori. Secondly, and
surprisingly, the uniform volumetric and weighted surface distributions yield identical
results despite the fact that the uniform volumetric distribution decreases monoton-
ically away from w = 0 and the weighted surface distribution increases from w = 0.
Whether this is merely coincidence or the result of an underlying physical equivalence
is not immediately evident.
Approximate Representations of the Solute Particle
Evaluating the error incurred by approximate expressions for the solute particle's force
distribution function fd shows that considerably simplified representations of complex
solutes can yield results that are relatively insensative to those approximations. For
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example, in slit pores, replacing equal forces exerted by the particle at locations y + 6
and y - by twice that force exerted at y incurs an error of 3y6 2 in compulting
o. Likewise, in cylindrical pores the corresponding error is 3r62. These errors are
0(62) but the spatial averaging required to compute X can make them relatively
small even when 6 = 0(1). This accounts, in part, for why the results computed by
Anderson et al. [5] [3] differ so little from the results computed here, and why the
N + 1 point dumbbell model approaches the needle result so quickly. For example,
representing a needle's continuous force distribtution function as just four point forces
incurs an error in computing o, in slit pores that is no greater than 0.03. Thus. solute
particles having complex geometries can be represented in terms of a few judicously
chosen point forces and the results computed should differ from those obtained using
the more (computationally) complex uniform volumetric distribution by an amount
comparable to likely experimental errors. This result helps to explain the lack of
sensitivity of a, to the exact fd as long as fd is smooth. This analysis also justifies
the assumption implicit in neglecting the ' dependence of fL for high aspect ratio
particles, and shows that the associated error is order aspect ratio squared.
Anomolous Osmosis
Anomolous osmosis occurs in ionic solutions when the total volume flow of material
occurs from the concentrated to the dilute solution rather than the reverse [63] (64].
While the theory for osmosis presented here does not apply directly to ionic solutes,
it does leave open the possiblity of a negative o, for nonionic solutions, implying that
solvent flows from the dilute to the concentrated solution when no pressure difference
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is imposed. Inspection of equation 2.88 (o, = 1 - K - X) indicates that ao can be
negative any time the solute adsorbs sufficiently to the membrane. In this case, the
partition coefficient K is larger than would be computed based only on the principle
of 'steric exclusion'. In fact, K can even be greater than 1 if the solute adsorbtion
is sufficiently strong. Since the interstitial transport term (-X) remains negative
(as will be argued in the next section), a, can take on negative values. Thus, the
existence of anomolous osmosis is predicted for solutes that adsorb appreciably to the
membrane. Because ionic species would certainly adsorb to an oppositely charged
membrane, this argument suggests that a,, could easily be negative in ionic solutions,
resulting in anomalous osmosis. The mechanism underlying this phenomenon remains
the force exerted by the membrane on individual solute molecules. However, when the
solute adsorbs strongly to the membrane, that force is directed (on average) toward
the membrane, rather than away from it, resulting in the flow reversal with respect
to ordinary osmosis.
General Asymptotic Behavior of ao, for Small Particles
Although it has not been proven here, all of the results computed indicate that the
asymptotic behavior of o for small particles is 0(A2 ) where A < 1 is the ratio of
particle and pore length-scales. In this limit, the pore wall behaves locally as a
flat plate. In slit pores, it appears that all small particles exhibit the same leading
behavior of 1 - K and A on A, at least for hard potentials and a uniform volumetric
force distribution. This suggests that the limiting behavior 0o - aA 2 < 1 is quite
general for nonadsorbing potentials. Under these same circumstances, A = 0(1 -
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K) so that ao al(l - K) 2 where a and al depend on particle and pore shapes.
Existing experimental data seem to confirml this limiting behavior which lends support
for employing a uniform volumetric force distribution to represent Brownian solute
particles.
2.6.1 Bounds on ao, and Structure-Property Relationships
If detailed information is available regarding the solute particle and pore geometry
as well as the interaction potential, then the general equations developed here can
be employed directly to compute cro. Since such knowledge is rarely at hand, the
qualitative effect of these factors ol ar is of interest. Therefore, the detailed physics
embodied in the governing equations is distilled into a few simple rules governing
how the structure of the solute and membrane effect ao. These rules describe the
trends observed in the specific calculations as well as intuitive arguments regarding
the governing equations. However, no formal proof for them is offered due to the
complexity of the equations involved.
1. In all cases where the partition coefficient can be defined, the osmotic reflection
coefficient is bounded above by a, < 1 - K.
2. Round solute particles have a lower a, than long particles having the same
partition coefficient.
3. Membranes consisting of pores having a round cross-section have a lower o', than
membranes having oblong pore cross-sections, for a given solute on an equal K
basis.
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4. The lower bound o > (1 - K) 2 applies for all combinations of membrane
microstructures and nonadsorbing solutes.
5. Increasing solute adsorbtion decreases ao for specified pore and particle shapes.
6. Repulsive potential fields that penetrate into the pore generally decrease o-, both
for specified pore and particle shapes as well as on an equal K basis.
Before justifying each of these trends, it is useful to explain why such broad
structure-property relationships can be expected to obtain. The underlying reason
for their generality is the similarity of the expressions for K and X. The partition
coefficient is just the probability weighted average of a function that is identially equal
to unity. Likewise, X is the probability weighted average of -WVd VqfD . This
similarity between expressions for X and K suggests that both will vary smoothly
with pore and particle shape, so that X will vary smoothly with K. In addition, the
calculation of X appears to involve the average of an 0(1) function that takes on
positive and negative values so that X is less sensitive than K to pore and particle
geometry. Inspecting the specific calculations and the relevent equations enables us to
determine how the relationship between ao, and K depends on the physical properties
of the solute and membrane.
Regarding the first of these rules, all of the calculations presented indicate that X
is strictly positive. The generality of this observation can be confirmed by examining
the pressure at the pore wall near the two ends z = 0, L (denoted by i = 1,2) and
recalling that the pressure there is given by P = P ° - RTc ° . Under conditions of
zero total volume flow, the pressure is lowest at the wall in the end of the pore on
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the more concentrated side. The resulting pressure driven flow near the wall is then
directed toward the concentrated solution, and in the opposite direction within the
pore. The force the membrane exerts on the solvent is then in the direction of the
less concentrated solution so that n. FAs/I[p°] < 0. Comparing 2.27 and 2.88 then
indicates that X > 0.
Likewise, all the results presented confirm that round particles have a lower o", than
other particles on and equal K basis. Loosely speaking, round particles are those
having more of their volume nearer the particle's center: more strictly, a round a
particle has a smaller second central moment. The axisyminetric results computed in
section 2.5.1 bear out this trend. In fact, this is precisely what equation 2.144 shows.
The N + 1 point dumbbell result 2.159 also exhibits this trend. As N increases,
fo, decreases smoothly with N as more of the points representing the particle move
near the center of their common axis.
The third rule is directly substantiated only by the cylindrical and slit pore results
given here. However, it is intuitively appealling that a cylindrical pore would represent
one extreme with respect to pore geometry since it is the most efficient at transporting
momentum without it diffusing to the wall. In fact, a cylindrical tube exhibits the
largest volume flow (for a fixed cross-sectional area) of any tube cross-section. When
less momentum arising from solute-pore interactions diffuses to the pore wall, the
concentration gradient generates a lower net force on the membrane so that X is
smaller. Thus, cylindrical pores should allow the interstitial momentum effects to
exert the greatest net force on the wall, resulting in the largest value of X. In addition,
the smoothing effect of the integral operations required to compute o, supports the
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supposition that a, varies smoothly without local extrema with respect to pore cross-
sectional shape.
Regarding rule number five, note that for short ranged potentials, X does not
depend on solute adsorption, but K increases correspondingly. Thus aO decreases
with solute adsorbtion for any given solute and pore geometry. This trend likely holds
also for arbitrary potentials since K is more sensitive to changes in the potential field
than X.
If the potential E is repulsive and penetrates ito the pore, ratlliher than being short
ranged. then the locations of the solute particle which contribute to X are farther
froml the wall and allow more momnentum to be transported along it. This causes
X to be larger and o, to be smaller. In other words, longer range potentials create
particle locations that contribute more to the integral 2.101 because I ' I increases
away fromn the pore wall. Since such particles also have a smaller K, the trend of
smaller ao with longer range potentials holds for specific combinations of pore and
particle shapes, as well as on an equal IK basis.
Finally, it is worth noting how little the dependence of ao on 1 - IK varies with
particle and pore shape. The greatest variation in the curves shown in Figure 2.7 is
just 0.17. Clearly, attempts to distinguish between solute or membrane pore proper-
ties based on direct measurments of o-, and K must be highly accurate. Experimental
errors as small as -0.05 in measuring o, and K would make such distinctions quite
difficult.
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2.7 Summary
The theory of osmosis developed here demonstrates that osmosis is caused by the force
the membrane exerts on those solute particles near the pore openings. These effects
lead to the 1 - K term in the general equations for co, a term that can be quantified
purely in terms of equilibrium equations. However, the membrane-solute interactions
leading to momentum transport in the interstices of a membrane must be accounted
for if an accurate calculation of o, is desired. This transport can only be treated
when the coupling between the (nonequilibriunm) solute distribution in the pores and
momentum transport is quantified. A general scheme for treating that transport has
been developed which rests on a self-consistent, well defined, instantaneous model,
one which incorporates all pore geometries, particle properties and interaction poten-
tials. Both useful quantitative and qualitative results are derived from the equations
governing the momentum transport induced by pressure and concentration gradients
across a membrane.
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Chapter 3
Supporting Calculations
This chapter contains the detailed calculations leading to the results summarized in
Chapter 2. The results computed here are limited to short range solute-membrane
forces, and unless otherwise noted, they employ the uniform volumetric force distri-
bution adopted by Batchelor and given in equation 2.48. Thus, in accordance with
equation 2.56, fD is equal to the integral with respect to z' of a function whose value
is a constant within the particle and zero outside it. Therefore, f is equal to the
length of a line at q inscribed within the particle at q' in the direction of the pore
axis divided by the particle's volume.
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3.1 Slit Pores
In the slit pore geometry shown in Figure 2.5, the cross-sectional variable q can be
expressed in cartesian coordinates as the variables x and y so that
dq = dzdy. (3.1)
For short range potentials, the metric function is ib = 1 and the contour normal vector
is
I = _UY (3.2)
where the plus and minus signs correspond to particle contact with the top and
bottom plates respectively. The pore's symmetry requires that the dependence of the
potential on q' reduces to y' so that E = E(y',w') and
E eE
Vqte -e = . uy1. (3.3)
3.1.1 Hydrodynamic Weight Function
In order to compute the hydrodynamic weight function W, it is necessary to obtain
an explicit expression for the G operator. Although this operator can be computed
in terms of the well-known Green's function [19], considerable algebraic tedium is
avoided for slit pore geometries by integrating the governing equation directly and
constructing an equivalent form of the 5 operator. Although the final result for G will
be expressed in a dimensionless coordinate system in which the pore surfaces lie at
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y = ±1, the calculation for G is most easily accomplished by beginning in a coordinate
system in which the pore surfaces lie at w = 0 and Iw = I = 2h and then converting
to the other coordinate system at the appropriate moment. Letting w = y + h, the
equation for v. becomes
T(' = ). (3.4)
Integrating yields
0= 0 r(vw") dio" + 4 (3.5)
and
= 1 T(lU") d(w"lldw' + AI + B. (3.6)
Applying the no slip boundary condition 2.78 at w = 0, I provides B = 0 and
A = -- f f(W") dw"dw (3.7)1o o
so that
pW tWI 1 W
= ] ] T(t") dw"div' - T 1 1 (w") dw"dw'. (3.8)
Thus, the G operator may be written
G(T(w))= ] J T(w") dw"dw' - ttv 11 T(w") dw"dw'. (3.9)
Applying equation 3.9 with T = 1 yields
(1) = w -w(- 1w), (3.10)
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so that ((1)) is just
((1)) = | 5(1) dw = (t2 _- w) dw = -=12
12 ,2
(3.11)
3
Writing the governing equation for W and implicitly nondimensionalizing by the
pore half-spacing h gives
d4 W
y -3dy 4
(3.12)
subject to the boundary conditions
d2W 
= -1
dy2
(3.13)
and IV = 0 at y = il. The general solution to equation 3.12 is
IV = - y 4i + Ay3 + By2 + Cy + D. (3.14)
Applying the boundary conditions provides A = C = 0, B = 1/4 and D = -1/8 so
that
W = - (1 - y2)2
8
(3.15)
Thus, the gradient of W is
VW = y(1 - y2)u .
2
(3.16)
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3.1.2 Spherical Solute Particles
The length of a line at (x, y) inscribed in a sphere whose center is at (x', y') is
2(a2 ( - X')2 _ (y _ yl)2)2
Thus, for a spherical particle of radius a, the uniform force distribution function
representing the particle is given by
fD = 3 (a2 ( _ )2 _ (y _ y) 2)
=0
(x - r') 2 + (y _ y,1)2 (I2
(x - xT')2 + (y - y/)2 > 2_
Due to the pore's symmetry, X may be computed by considering only particle contact
with the top plate and multiplying by two. Nondimensionalizing by the halfspacing
h and carrying out the ' integration
f fD dx' = 4 ( 2 _ (y _ y,)2 )
=0
corresponding to equation 2.115 yields
(y - y') < A
(y - y') > 
X = 3 fi 1 [2 - ( _-y)2] y( _ y2) dy
8A3 -2A
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(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
where A = a/h and y' = (1 - A) corresponds to contact with the top plate. Now
substituting y- y' = Aw so that
y = 1 - A(1 - ut) (3.20)
eventually yields
(y-y')2]y(1-y 2 ) dy =
= _A3(1- _X 2 )[1
-1
A2 -A2 )[1 -A+Aw][1-(1-A+Aw) 2 ] dw (3.21)
- A(1 - w)[1 - (1 - A(1 - w)) 2 ] dw,
= f (1 - )[1 - (1 - )[1 - ()][1 - A(1 - w))2 ] dw
and
X = 3 j A(1 + wo)(1 - w)[1 - A(1 - w)][2 - A(1 - w)](1 - w) dw.
Substituting s = 1 -w provides
X -3A s2(2 - s)(1 - As)(2 - As) ds.
Exchanging the limits of integration and expanding the polynomial yields
32 [4 - 6As + 2 2 s2 _ 2s + 3As2 ,_ A23] ds.
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i-2[A2
so that
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)
(3.25)
8 o
(3.26)
I
fl A(
Collecting like powers of s gives
(3.27)x = 3 ' [42 _ (2 + 6)S 3 + (2A2 + 3A)s4 - A2,5] ds.
Performing the integration yields
3A4 8 2+6A +3A+2A 2 32
Y 8 - 16 + 32-8 4 5 '
and
= [ - (8 + 24A)+ A + 5 3 2-
Collecting like powers of A gives
X = 83 + 6 _ -24 + 32 A
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
which reduces to
X = A(1 - 0.8A)(1 - A). (3.31)
Now ao is just
o = 1-K-A(1 -A)(1 - .8A). (3.32)
It is worth noting that since X is strictly positive here, ao is less than 1 - K.
If the spherical solute particle does not adsorb appreciably to the pore, then
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K = 1 - A [35]. Combining this with equation 3.32 yields
r = 1.8A2 - 0.8A3 .
In terms of the partition coefficient this is expressible as
ro = 1. - K)2 0.8(1 - K )3
= (1 - K)2 [1.8 - 0.8(1 - K)]
a, = (1 - K)2 (1 + 0.8K).
Note that a, is strictly greater than (1- K)2 . Asymptotically, for K << 1, this reduces
to
aO, (1 - 2K)(1 + 0.8K) (3.37)
o, _ 1 - 1.2K. (3.38)
3.1.3 Needles
An analytical expression for X can be computed for solutes consisting of long, thin
cylindrical particles (needles) when the interaction potential E is short ranged. To
carry out the calculation, imagine one end Q of the needle contacts the bottom wall
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(3.33)
and finally
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.36)
of the pore as shown in Figure 2.5 and has coordinates
(x, y,z) = (0-h, , z). (3.39)
The other end of the needle R then has coordinates
(X, y, z) = (I sin cos , -h + I sin sin , z, + I cos ) (3.40)
where is the angle made by the particle axis in the plane of the bottom wall and d
is the angle between the axis and that wall (see Figure 2.5). Applying equation 2.115
for X, and implicitly nondimensionalizing by h gives
X= J-|L | fDy(1- y)dydw' (3.41)
where the four equivalent configurations shown in Figure 3.1 have been accounted for
by a multiplicative factor of 4. In particular, the pore's y symmetry requires that
for every orientation of the needle in contact with the bottom plate, an equivalent
contribution arises due to contact with the top plate. Also, two physically indistinct
orientations exist, the other in which the needle is rotated so that points Q and R
exchange physical locations in space, both of which contribute equally to the integral.
A uniform volumetric force distribution representing a needle is just a uniform
line distribution of force along its length. This can be expressed by
fD = 6(y - y(w)) dw (3.42)
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Figure 3.1: Four equivalent orientations for a needle in a slit pore.
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y
where w parameterizes the value of the y coordinate along the needle's length by
y(w) = -1 + Aw sin q sin 9 0 < < 1
where A = /2h. Combining equations 3.42 and 3.43 provides
x=_;bse/ JI (w))(
Carrying out the y integration yields
X- f y(w)(1 - y(w)) dwdw'.
Letting p = 2A sin q sin 0 then gives froim equation 3.40
y = -1 +pw
and
y2 = 1- 2pw + p2W2
so that
y(l _ y2 ) = (-1 + pzw)(2ptw - p2 1o2)
= -2pw + 3p2W2 _ p3 W3 .
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(3.43)
- y2) dwdydw'. (3.44)
(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)
Now X is given by
X = J 2pw - 3p2W 2 + p3 W3 dwdw'. (3.50)
Performing the w integration yields
X =Jpp2 + p3d Dd (3.51)
Needles with A < 1
If A < 1, the configuration average integral can be expanded in terms of the scalar
angles b and 0 to give
|v *d'- 1 | |· sin b dqhdO. (3.52)
, .= 47r o 
Substituting for p and expanding the orientation average yields
-4 A(2 sin sine - 4A2 sin2 sin + 2in \3 sin 3 0) sin dd (3.53)
where the integration extends only over the interval [0, 7r] since the orientations
7r < < 21r are not allowed on steric grounds. In addition, the integrand is symmetric
about = ir/2 and = 7r/2 so that
X = 2 2 j  (sin2 sin 9 - 2A sin3s sin 2 0 + A2 sin 4 0 sinS) dd. (3.54)
Or O
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Now employing the identities
2osin w du, = 1,fo
A Sin2 w dw = ,
2 sin3 w dw = -,
o 3
sin' wdw = 16 
X=2 7r
r 4
2 
-234 +3 4
X= A_ - 2A2 + 3
2 3 4
so that
0o = 1 - K-A 
for A < 1. Again, a, is less than 1- K .
2
3
(3.60)
(3.61)1 \24 /
If the solute particle does not adsorb appreciably to the membrane, then the
partition coefficient for A < 1 is given by K = 1 - A/2, and o, is then
1
3.
4
(3.62)2 2
3
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(3.55)
(3.56)
(3.57)
(3.58)
yields
and
37r 2
16 3
A2 (3.59)
Expressing this in terms of the partition coefficient gives
8
O = (1- K) 2 - 2(1 - K) 3
or
00 = (1 - K)2 (2K + 2)
for 0.5 < K < 1. As before, 0,, is greater than (1 - K)2 .
Needles with A > 1.
(3.63)
(3.64)
For needles that are longer than the slit pore spacing 2h, so that A > 1, only the
limits of integration in equation 3.53 change to reflect the orientations allowed on
steric grounds. In this case, the needle's projected length in the y direction must be
no greater that the plate spacing 2h so that
I sin sin 0 < 2h. (3.65)
This provides the limit
sin q sinO < = 1
- I A
sin <
- A sin '
(3.66)
(3.67)
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or
Thus, the limits on are
0 < 0 < arcsin 1 Asin > 1
(3.68)
0 < < ir Asin < 1.
This allows X to be expressed in closed form, but no useful simplifications occur to
allow the calculation to be carried out analytically. On the other hand, numerical
evaluation is easily performed.
3.1.4 Thin Axisymmetric Particles
Solute particles consisting of thin, axisymmetric particles can be approximated by
generalizing the previous needle-like solute computation by letting the uniform line
force given in equation 3.42 vary with position along the axis according to
fD = / fL(w)6(y - y'(w)) div (3.69)
subject to
j fL(w)dw = 1 (3.70)
where fL gives the distribution of forces along the particle's centerline and 0 < w < 1
parameterizes the centerline. If the particle is not axisymnletric, yet slender, then fD
can be thought of as the force distribution obtained after performing the orientation
averaging in the direction of the particle axis. In terms of the uniform force distribu-
tion, fD expresses the cross-sectional area of the particle in a plane (normal to the
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centerline) at w divided by the particle's volume. The steps in the analysis leading
up to equation 3.50 apply in this case as well so that
X = j J(2pw - 3p2 w2 + 3w3)fL(w) dj dw. (3.71)
To leading order in the particle's aspect ratio, the allowable orientations are the same
as for a needle so that if A < 1, the w' integration can be expanded to give
X = fo j j 2 (2pt - 3p2t2 + p-t3)fL(w) sin dgqdOdw.
7 o o o
(3.72)
Substituting for p gives
where
x = J0 j2 2 AfL dbdedwv7A = (s - sin3 sn 8sin
A = (4Aw sin 22bsin 0 - 12W2A2 sin3 sin2 0 + 8,\aw 3si sin 3 ) .
(3.73)
(3.74)
Carrying out the and integrations gives
X= 1 (4Arw - 12A2,2 + 83 w3)fL(w) dw
j. 1
= (Aw- 2A2W2 + A3 w3 )fL(w) dw
(3.75)
(3.76)
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or
X = Aw(1 - Aw) 2fL(w) dw (3.77)
valid for A < 1.
Substituting w' = 2w - 1 gives
X= [(w'+l)-A(' +1) + (w' + 1)] fL d)v' (3.78)
subject to the normalization condition
/fL d' = 2. (3.79)
If fd depends only on the particle shape (as the uniform volumetric distribution does)
then the orientation averaging of physically equivalent orientations in which the ends
of the particle exchange place renders fD(w') an even function. In this case, equation
3.78 reduces to
X =4 1 - ( 2 + 1) + (3W2  (" 1) fL dw' . (3.80)
This can be written as
X A -1 +7t 2 2 +(2 +3m 2 ) A3 (3.81)
2 2 4 16
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where
m2 = j| U 2f D(w') dw' (3.82)
is the force distribution function's second moment about the particle's center.
Biconic
Consider for example, a solute particle consisting of two right cones, joined at their
base (a biconic). To leading order in the aspect ratio, the force distribution repre-
senting this particle is
fL(w) = 12w2
= 12(1 - )2
O < o < 0.5
0.5 < < 1.
Computing the integrals corresponding to equation 3.77 gives
I I ~1
wfL,(w)dw = w3dw + w( l- w) 2 dw 24'
w 2f(w)dw = w4dw + w2(1 -w) 2 dw =480'
0 W fL(w)dW = , w5dw + w3 (1 - w)2 = 13
X = 12 ( A 1 2 + 13
1 11 2 13 3
2 40 160
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(3.83)
and thus
(3.84)
(3.85)
(3.86)
(3.87)
(3.88)
In the high aspect ratio limit, the partition coefficient (for hard potentials) approaches
the needle result of K = 1 - A/2 so that
a = 0.55A2 - 0.1625A3 A\ < i. (3.89)
In terms of the partition coefficient this is
a, = 2.2(1 - KI)2 _ 1.3(1 - KI)3 (3.90)
= (1 - IK)2(1.31i + 0.9) (3.91)
valid for 0.5 < K < 1.
Ellipsoidal Solute Particles
For solute molecules consisting of high aspect ratio ellipsoids of revolution, the force
distribution function is
3
A fL= (1- ,
2
(3.92)
Applying equation 3.82 gives
m2 3 3 w' 2(1 w
2 )dw = 2w )dw=
5
= 1A - 3 A2 +1
2 5 5
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so that
(3.93)
(3.94)
For hard potentials, the osmotic reflection coefficient is then
]-3 2 1 3
5 5
oo = (1 - K)2 [1.6ZK + 0.8].
N Point Dumbbells
A 'dumbbell' consisting of N + 1 evenly spaced, equal point forces (joined by a rod
of no hydrodynamic effect) has the force distribution function
1
L N+1 6 (i- )
Applying equation 3.77 gives
= - 1 w(
N
1 - Aw)2JE
i=O
Carrying out the w integration yields
x= N .E 1 A 
i=OA 
N - i2 isN + -2+ N3'
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and
(3.95)
(3.96)
(3.97)
(3.98)
(3.99)
(3.100)
TV - i dw..
Employing the sum identities
,lV0 oim =N(N+1)/2
= N(N + 1)(2N + 1)/6
= N2(N + 1)2/4
X= 2
2
For hard potentials, this yields
2N+ 1A2 N + 1 A
3N 4N (3.103)
In terms of K,
42N + 1 ) N (1K)3= N (1-K-) 2 2 N (1-K)3 (3.104)
and eventually
(3.105)
For the usual two-point dumbell, setting N = 1 yields
ao = 4K(1 - K) 2 (3.106)
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m=1
provides
m=2 (3.101)
m =3
2N 2 + N + .
3N 4N (3.102)
)2 1O", = (I - K1+_ KN
2 f 1\
-T 
3.2 Cylindrical Pores
In cylindrical pores, the cross-sectional variable q can be written in polar coordinates
as the variables r and with
dq = r drdO. (3.107)
For short range potentials, the metric function is then 4, = r' and the contour normal
vector is
n,= r, (3.108)
where , is unit vector in the r' direction. The pore's symmetry requires that the
potential's q' dependence reduces to r' so that E(q',w') = E(r',w') and
ae-E
,e-E = u- (3.109)
3.2.1 Hydrodynamic Weight Function
As in slit pore geometries, the hydrodynamic weight function W is most easily comn-
puted in cylindrical pores by first finding the g operator by integrating the governing
equation 2.77. Thus, from
1 a vF-arr = T(r) (3.110)
direct integration yields
vr (3.111)rFrr = T(r")r" dr" + A. ( . 1)
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Evaluating this at r = 0 provides A = 0. A second integration gives
v = f j rT(r")r" dr"dr' + B.. i.~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Applying the no slip boundary condition 2.78 at r = R yields
B 1 r1 f' T( r")r" dr"dr',
so that the solution of 3.110 is
Tr(r")r" dr"dr' - IR I fo
o r t J
T(r")r" dr"dr',
and thus the G operator is
fr 1
t 1f" T (r")r" dr"d r'-
Jo r o
R 1
fo 7?t
fr' Tr")r" dr"dr'./(r" )r" dr"dr.
0
The function S(1) can be computed directly from equations 3.115, yieldinig
G(1) = ( - 2). (3.116)4
Applying the bracket operator to equation 3.116 yields
R 2
((1)) = 8 (3.117)8
Implicitly nondimnensionalizing by the pore radius and applying equation 2.109
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(3.112)
(3.113)
V = , Ir' (3.114)
9(f(r")) = (3.115)
1 a 1 a9 
-;> Tr-r r -8.
r r rr r Or
The general solution to equation 3.118 is
IV = -r4 + Ar2
8
+ Br2Inr + Clnr + D.
The function W must be bounded at r = 0 which yields C = 0.
(3.119)
The boundary
condition at r = 1 gives
1
8
(3.120)
Applying the boundary condition 2.110 requires computing the laplacian of IW which
is
1 0 OW
--r--2r2 + 4A
r r r
+ 2Blnr + B.
This quantity must also be bounded at r = 0 so that B = 0.
(3.121)
Applying 2.110 gives
A = and subsequently D =-. Finally, this yields4= =-8
W = - (1 - )8 (3.122)
(3.123)
and thus
1 V T = -(r - r)u,.
As the scalar product of 3.109 and 3.123 are eventually required, note that Ur ur, =
cos( - ').
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yields
(3.118)
3.2.2 Spherical Particles
The length of a line in the z direction inscribed in a sphere is 2(a2 - w2)½ where w
is the distance from q and q' with the latter chosen as the center of the sphere (see
Figure 3.2). Thus
fD(r,) 3 2 ). (, 02= ra ( a2 - w2) '2ra3 (3.124)
The law of cosines gives
to2 = r + r 2 - 2rr' cos 0
= (r - r')2 - 2rr'(cos - 1).
(3.125)
(3.126)
Exact Results for A < 1/2
The basic result 2.115 can be applied to the arrangement shown in Figure 3.2 without
loss of generality to yield
X = (1- )R2 R-2 J ) fD(r, ) 1 - cos r dOdr (3.127)
where A = a/R. The integration limit 0o corresponds to y = a so that 0 satisfies
a2 = (r _ r)2 - 2rr'(cos 0 - 1). (3.128)
Equation 3.127 is nondimensionlized by substituting
r = R(1 - A\(1 - x)) (3.129)
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rFigure 3.2: Cross-sectional view of spherical particle in contact with a cylindrical
pore with A < 1/2.
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where -1 < x < 1 so that
rT =- R(-A)
r-r =ax.
Now X can be written as
3(1- A) I o [
VAx /_ifo [ 1
- x 2 + 2A-2(1 - A)(1 - A(1 - x))(cos 0 -
r 2 (1 - 72) cos ddz.
Performing the substitution
cosO = 1 - A2 w'
X3(1 - A) A r2(1 r2)(1 -7~~~r
where
1
A_ - (1 - z2 - 2(1 - A)(1 - A(1 - ))t')2
Al = 1
22 2 (1- 22W)
This result motivates the substitution
I 1 (1 - 2 ) sin 2 t
2 (1 - A)(1 - A(1 - x))
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and
(3.130)
(3.131)
1)]
(3.132)
gives
(3.133)
A2w')A1 dw'dZ (3.134)
(3.135)
(3.136)
which eventually yields
6
= 6A(1 - A) 1 
7r J-1 o
A 2 = [1 - A(1 - X)] [1
(1 - x2 )(1 - x) cos2 a A2 dadx
A 2
2
2
4)8
( - x2) sin2 (3.138)
The result embodied by equations 3.137 and 3.138 is exact for 0 < A < 2
Asymptotics for A < 1
Expanding each of the ternis in A 2 separately, correct to 0(,\ 2 ), gives
[1 - A(1 -. ) _ 1 - 3A(1 - X) + 3A'(1 _- )2'8 (3.139)
1
1 -- A
2
(1 - x2) sin 2 a2
(1 - x 2) sin2 a
4
6
X _i -A(1 - A)(1 - )2
- 1 - A2(
1 + 1A2(1
1 - 2 )sin 2 a,
- x2) sin2 a,
/ | (1 _ x 2)(1-x)A 3cos2 c dadx 
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where
(3.137)
( - T2) Si12 a
and
I1
so that
(3.140)
(3.141)
(3.142)
IC))
11 -T
(I - A)(1 - A(I -
(1 - A)(1 - A(l - x))
2) (1 - A)(1 - A(i -
- 2A(1 - x) + A2(18 )2] [(1- -2) Sill' ) 
Exchanging the order of integration, recalling the identities
Jo
J2
o
COS2 a da 
cos2 a sin2 a dt
and performing the a integration yields
_ A( 1 - A) f (1 2)(1-)
7 
[1 - 2A(1 - x) + 9 A2(1 -
8
)2- A2(1- x2)] dx.
32
Applying the identities
J1 - x2)(1 - x)m dx = 4/3
= 8/5 n = 2,
= 32/15 nm = 3,
and
:1(1 - x2)2(1 - x)dx = 1615 '
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where
A3 = [1 33A(18 (3.143)
7r
4' (3.144)
(3.145)
(3.146)
(3.147)
(3.148)
and employing
yields
(1- 1 12
2 0
X ~~ A (i- A- A)[2 24A 6+ A2]
and
X - 2A - 5.8A2 + 5.6A3. (3.151)
For hard potentials, K = (1 - A)2 so that the osmotic reflection coefficient is
asymptotically
aro 4.8A2 - 5.6A3 . (3.152)
Exact Results for 1/2 < A < 1
Results for closely fitting spheres having 0 < = (1 - A) < /2 (shown in Figure 3.3
can also be computed. Again for short range potentials r' = 1 - A and the quantity
X is expressible as
IJto
+(1 - ) Jo 2(1-))
where r,(O, A) satisfies
A2 = r2 (1 _ 2) - 2r,(1 - ) cos 0.a-
°
- _
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(3.149)
(3.150)
fD r2 (1 - r2) cos 8 drd#
fD r2(1 - r2 ) cos drd# (3.153)
(3.154)
ri3i
Figure 3.3: Cross-sectional view of a spherical particle in contact with a cylindrical
pore with A > 1/2.
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Now fD is
27r(1 - )3 [1 - r - 2e(1 - cos )] 
Asymptotics for 1 - A < 1
Expanding equation 3.155 asymptotically for E = (1 - A) < 1 yields
fD- 3[( 1 - r2) + e (3(1 L 1 -rcos9 1
(1 - r2)1 (
Likewise, expanding 3.154 gives
ro 1 - (1 - cos0 ).
Expanding the integrals in equation 3.153 for < 1 eventually yields
X- 3 j 2 j
Tir o 
[3(1 -r2) 1 - r cos 
-_____ r 2(1 - r 2 ) cos drdO(1 - r2)T 
X 3 2 2 1 3(1
27r o o
- r)r2 CosO -r2(1 - r2) [cos - r cos2 8] drd#.
Only even cos 9 terms contribute to the 8 integration so
x3j j2Z' 01 r3( 1 - r) 2 Cos2 drdO,
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(3.155)
(3.157)
or
(3.158)
(3.159)
(3.160)
(3.156)
and carrying out that integration yields
2 o
(3.161)
Evaluating the remaining integral gives
X _ 0.2E2 = 0.2(1 - A)2 (3.162)
For hard potentials, ,o becomes
o =1 - 1.2K. (3.163)
3.2.3 Needles
The expressions for X for needles (of length Is) in cylindrical pores are set out and
solved asymptotically in this section. Figure 3.4 shows an arrangement of the needle
in the pore which can be chosen without loss of generality. With the end of the needle
P in contact with the pore as shown, P lies at (0, -R) and the other end Q of the
needle lies at (Is sin O' cos O', -1R + Is sin O' sin q'). Lett.> g the cross-sectional position
(x, y) of a point lying on the needle be parameterized by 0 <w ? < 1 yields
(x, y) = (lsw sin ' cos 9', -1R + lsw sin O' sin O'). (3.164)
The needle's uniform volumetric force distribution reduces to a uniform line distri-
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RP
Y
x
sine'
Figure 3.4: Cross-sectional view of a needle in a cylindrical pore.
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bution along its axis so that
fD = f 16(r - r(w))(' - #'(w)) dw. (3.165)
Implicitly nondimensionalizing by the pore radius and defining A = IsIR allows X to
be expressed as
X = | | j f(A', ',')r2(1 -r2) cos 9' in ' dwde'dq'41 = , f D oO (3.166)
where
~o = arcsin 2 sin ' . (3.167)
Applying the law of cosines to Figure 3.3 gives
r cos ' = [1+ r2 - w2A2 sin2 '] (3.168)
as well as
(3.169)1 - r2 = 2wA sin ' sin 8' - w2 A2 sin2 5'.
From these there follows
r = V/1- 2wA sin ' sin 0' + w2A2 si1 2 90' sin ' (3.170)
r cos 0 = 1 - wA sin #' sin O'.
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and
(3.171)
As usual, X' does not depend on the locator point choice, but choosing the locator
point as the particle's center of symmetry simplifies carrying analytical calculations
to fruitition. Therefore, choosing the center of the needle as the locator point and
employing equation 3.170 with w = 1/2 gives for the metric function
, = /1 - Asin0'sin + A2 si 2 0' sin '. (3.172)
Then X is expressible as
= 2 2 1 A dwdO'd' (3.173)
where
14
(3.174)
Asymptotics for A < 1
Correct to O(A2 ), X can be expanded asymptotically for << 1 to give
X-_2X J j2 jA o[2sin ' - A sin 'sin ' - wA sin ' - 2 wA sin ¢'sin 2 0'j
sin2 b' w dwd0'dqS' (3.175)
where
= arcsin(Asi ') A sin ' + 0(A3). (3.176)
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Carrying out the w integration yields
X -. j sin O'2 -A sin ,sinO' - - sin ' sin2 O] (3.177)
sitn2 q' dO'dg'.
Carrying out the 6' integration yields
2 ' [ 1 7- r .sin '] sin2 ' dq'. (3.178)
Carrying out the ' integration yields
X 12A lA2 (3.179)
2 18
3.3 Approximate Representations of the Solute
Particle
It is instructive to evaluate the errors that are incurred by approximate representa-
tions of the solute particle's force distribution function fd. For example, in a slit pore,
suppose the forces exerted by the particle at y + 6 and y - 6 are instead represented
as a single force twice as great exerted at y. In this case, the error incurred is
W(y + 6) + IV(y - 6) - 2W(y)]
1
[2y(- y2) - (y+ 6)[1 - (y+ 6)2] -(y - )[1 ( - 6)2 2y -2~~~~~~~~~~~~
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2y3 - (y + 6)+ (y + 6)3 - ( - 6) + (y - )3,
= -y 3 + (y )3+ (y - 6)3, (3.181)
- 3y82. (3.182)
The corresponding error in cylindrical pores is 3rb2 . Both of these errors are 0(62).
These results show that considerably silmplified representations of complex solute
particles can still yield reasonably accurate results. This accounts for why the results
of Anderson & Malone and Long & Anderson differ so little from the corresponding
results computed here. It also shows that particles with an axis of symmetry can be
approximated as a needle with a length-wise varying force distribution function (as
was done in section 3.1.4 to within an error 0(62)) without accounting for the orien-
tation dependence of fL other than its dependence on the location of the particle's
centerline.
For example, treating a needle as two point forces located a dimlensioliless distance
a from the ends gives
fL(w) = (w -a) + 6(--(1-a)) (3.183)
and thus applying equation 3.81 yields
1
X = -[Aa(1 - \a)2 + (1 - a.)(1 - (1 - a))2] (3.184)2
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(3.180)
or
a - 2(a 2 + (1 - )2) 1,3 (a3 + (l-a) 3 ). (3.185)
This reproduces the result to be given in equation 3.230.
As another example of approxmating the particle's force distribution, consider
representing a needle as four equally spaced, equal point forces. This amounts to
setting N = 3 in equation 3.103 and yields
o A2 - l3. (3.186)
9 3
The difference A between this and the uniform force distribution result is
A= 1- 1 \3 (3.187)
9 12
The greatest value of this difference occurs with A = 8/9 in which case A is approxi-
nmately 0.03. Clearly, only four points represent the needle quite well.
3.4 Correspondence with the Theory of Ander-
son et al.
As has been noted, Anderson et al. [51 (3] ([6] [1] [65] present what has been the
leading approach for computing the osmotic reflection coefficient. The agreement of
their hard sphere result with available data is perhaps surprising in light of the fact
that the theory applies (at least in its original formulation) a thermodynamic equation
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(the Gibbs-Duhem equation) on the scale on which individual solute molecules can
be resolved, a scale wholly inappropriate to such equations. insight can be gained
into the physical mneaning of combining thermnodynamlic and hllydrodynamic equations
because the approach employed by Anderson et al. is a special case of the more
general theory developed here. In particular, that method implicitly treats the solute
particle's hydrodynamic effect as a point force situated at the locator point. That is,
the general theory developed here reduces to their approach if the force distribution
function is taken as
fd(,r,0') = (r - r'). (3.188)
In this case, substituting equation 3.188 into equations 2.42 and 2.46 yields
LV2'V- - kTp'_VE = 0 (3.189)
which is the general mnomentum transport equation implicitly employed y Anderson
et al. Equation 3.189 written in scalar formn in slit and cylindrical pores serves as
the starting points for their analyses. While the solute particle is treated as a point
force with respect to hydrodynanmic effects, its full size is retained as regards steric
effects and the membrane-solute force is still expressed as -kTVE. Thus, for hard,
spherical particles, the sphere's center (which is chosen as the locator point) gets no
closer to any physical boundary than one radius, just as would be the case for the
actual particle.
Likewise, employing equation 3.188 in the general results derived here reproduces
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Anderson & Malone's result. For example, for hard, spherical particles in cylindrical
pores the quantity X is
X = (1 - A)101 f2 ro Jo fD(r, r', O) r2( 1 - r2 ) cos 9 ddr. (3.190)
For the point force model implicitly employed by Anderson & MalonefD(, r', ) = - ( -r ')(o). (3.191)
For hard potentials, r' is determined by the condition of contact r' = 1-A. Combining
3.190 and 3.191 yields
x( 1 2 rX = (1 - A) r( - r2)(r - r')b(,) cos0 dOdr
= (1 - A)2(1 - (1 - A)2).
The partition coefficient in this case is K (1 - A)2 so that
X = (1 - K)
and consequently
-o = 1 - K - K(1 - K) = (I - KI)2
which is precisely the result computed by Anderson & Malone.
(3.192)
(3.193)
(3.194)
(3.195)
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Likewise, for hard, spherical particles in slit pores, X is given by
XY = 1 ± y(1 - y2) 5(y - y')6 (O)(•b) dydw' (3.196)
where the condition of contact gives y' = ±(1 - A) and where both the + and -
signs correspond to particle contact with the top and bottom of the pore respectively.
Thus, equation 3.196 reduces to
1X = -(1 - A\)(1 -(1 - ,\)2) (3.197)
2
accounting for equal terins due to the two particle-pore contact points. Incorporating
tihe partition coefficient K = 1 -A yields
1
o =- K - -K(1 - l2) (3.198)
2
or
3 11- -K + -K3 (3.199)
2 2
which again is the result computed by Long & Anderson [65)].
Because the approach employed by AndersoIl et al. is a special case of the more
general analysis presented here, it is possible to answer many of the questions raised
earlier about that method. For instance, equations 3.188 and 3.189 show that applying
the Gibbs-Duhem equation to a single solute particle on the scale of the particle
is equivalent to treating its hydrodynamic effect as a point force situated at the
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locator point while retaining the particle's full size where steric effects are concerned.
This is even clearer when equation 2.5 is refered to as a force balance rather than a
thermodynamic equation as was done in later articles [11] [3].
In addition, since the point force and the locator point are implicitly assumed the
same, the value computed for ao by this method depends on the choice of locator
point, whereas no physical quantity can depend on that arbitrary choice. To prove
this dependence, consider a spherical solute particle in a slit pore. The dimensionless
coordinate y at which the locator point is situated is given by
y = 1-A + Absin sin (3.200)
where 5 and denote the sphere's 'orientation' with
the quantitiy p is chosen as
respect to the locator point. If
p = bA sin sin 
y= 1 -A+p
(3.201)
(3.202)
y2= (1 -A +p) 2 = I -2\+2p-2A\p+A 2 +p2.
y(1 -y 2) = (1 - + p)(2 - 2p - A2 + 2Ap - p 2).
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then
and
Now
(3.203)
(3.204)
Expanding the polynomial yields
y(1-y 2) = 2A-2p-A 2 +2Ap-p2 -2A2 +2pA+A3-2 2p+Ap2+2Ap-2p2 -A2p+2Ap2 -p3,
(3.205)
and collecting terms yields
y(l - Y2) = 2A - 2p-3 3 + 6Ap - 3p2 + - 3A2p + 3Ap2 - p3
Now X is just
87r1 2w
(3.206)
[2A - 2p - 3A2 + 6Ap - 3p2 + A3 - 3,\2p + 3Ap2 - p] sin b ddqo.
(3.207)
Odd powers of p appearing in the integrand can be neglected since the corresponding
odd powers of sin integrate to zero on the interval [0, 27r]. Thus
ii = J [(2A - 3 2 + A3) - 3(1 - A)p2]sin d~d.
8ir Joo
Integrating the first term in parentheses is easily accomplished and yields
X = 1(2A - 3A2 + A3 )
2
3
-- 3(1- A)A2
87r
f' fj 'b2 sin , sin2 OdOdd.
Separating the remaining integrals yields
= 1A(2- A)(1- A)- (13b A)A2 
- -1- ) 2
sin2 d i sin3 &d o,
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(3.208)
(3.209)
(3.210)
and evaluating them gives
= A(2 - A)(1 - A) _ ( 1 - )A24 2-
X = A(1 - A)(1 - 1A)
2
Again for hard potentials A = 1 - K so that the osmotic reflection coefficient is
expressible as
3 1
=l-i 4- - 2b2(1- K-)2K, (3.213)
so that the dependence of o, on locator point choice is clear. The difference A between
this result and that computed by Long & Anderson is
A =- Ib2(1 - K) 2 K. (3.214)
The greatest difference occurs when b=l and K=1/3 in which case
2
- =- =-_0.075.
27
(3.215)
Likewise, for the needle (shown in Figure 2.5) in a slit pore with A < 1, X is given
by
X= 1-- I y(1
8n'o 7r
- y2) sin dd3,
where orientations ir < 0 < 27r are not allowed since they amount to letting the needle
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and
(3.211)
- b2(1
2
- A)A 2 (3.212)
(3.216)
A = - 1 2 2 1 /
penetrate the pore wall. If the locator point P is located istead a fraction b of tle
way from one end of the needle, then when the nee(lle contacts the bottom plate of
the slit pore, the locator point is at
y = -1 + 2bA sin sin = - 1 + pb (3.217)
and in the physically equivalent orientation i which the two ends exchange locations
in physical space, the locator point is situated at
y = - 1 - 2(\ sin - bA sin ) sin (3.218)
=-1 + 2(1 -b) sin sin =-1 + ( - b)p (3.219)
p = 2A sin 4>sill . (3.220)
Since the integrand of equation 3.216 is symmetric about 2 with respect to 0 and 5,
equation 3.216 can be expressed as
X = _ /oq o TA sin d8dlb
27r o o
(3.221)
where the function A combines the two contributions 3.217 and 3.219 so that
A = (-1 + bp)[1 - (-1 + bp)2] + [-1 + (I - b)pj[l -(-1 + (1 - b)p)2] (3.222)
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w h ere
= -(1 - bp)[l - 1 + 2bp - b2p2] - (1 - (1 - b)p)[1 - 1 + 2(1 - b)p- ( 1- b)2 2]. (3.223)
Carrying out the integral 3.221 yields
x , f (1 - bp)[2bp - bp +
2r o o
12 2 2bp- 3p2(b2 + (1- b)2)
2 ? /o ?o 1p-3 ( 
[1 - (1 - b)p][2(l - b)p - (1 - b)2p21 sin dd
+ (bV + (1 - b)3) sin dd
4A sin 2 sin 9 - 12A2 sin'3 sin2 0 [b2 + (1 - b) 2 ] +
8A3 sin 4 sin3 O[b3 + (1 - b)3] dOdo
3 r2
+ (1 - b)2 ] + 8A3 -- [b3
The partition coefficient is given by K = 1 - A/2 so that
2 1 33A) -A+ A2[b2+ (1 -b)2-b3 + (1 - b)]
= A2[b2 + (- b)2] - A3[b3 + (1 -b)3].
Substituting A = 2(1 - K) gives
aO = 4[b2 + (1 - b)2](1 - It) 2 - 4[b3 + (1 - b)3](1 - K) 3.
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(3.224)
Jo J
I
2r
(3.225)
2ir 22
227r 2
12A2 I[b234
(3.226)
2
-
2[b2 + (1
+ ( - b)3] (3.227)
-b) 2 ] + 3[b3 + ( - )].
2
(3.228)
(3.229)
(3.230)
(3.231)
Substituting b = 1/2 recovers the result
~ = 2(1 - K) 2 - (1 - K) 3 = (1 - If) 2(l + It) (3.232)
of Long & Anderson showing that their approach ilmplicitly choses the center of the
needle as the location of the particle's hydrodynamic effect, a completely reasonable
choice. In fact, it is the only choice that does not arbitrarily distinguish between
physically identical needle orientations.
On the other hand, if the end of the needle is chosen as the locator poinIt, then
b=1 and
= '4(1 - )2 - 4(1 - K )3 = (I - KI)2 4K. (3.233)
The difference A between these is
A = (1 - K )2(1 - 3K) (3.234)
and largest difference occurs when K = 1/2 so that A = =-0.125. Again, fairly
substantial variation occurs with different choices of locator point.
3.5 Sensitivity to the Choice of Force Distribu-
tion Function
The exact force distribution function fd representing the hiydrodynamic effect of the
Brownian solute particle is not known because existing hydrodynamic theory does
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not allow fd to be computed in a way that distinguishes the Brownian particles
considered here from macroscopic particles. Accounting for the particles' Brownian
nature is absolutely essential (as Axiom 1 implies) since otherwise, the suspended
particles do not continuously sample locations where the membrane exerts a force on
them so that no forces are exerted to drive osniosis and p°_VE 0. ilaving developed
the general theory without assuming any particular distribution allows the sensitivity
of the final computed results to be assessed for (lifferent force distribution functions.
As noted, the approach of Anderson & Malone implicitly treats the solute particle
as a point force situated at the particle's center. Alternatively, the solute could be
represented as a point force located at some other space fixed location within the
particle. This is different from chosing the point force to be situated at a body fixed
location in the particle which is implicitly what is clone to evaluate the locator point
dependence of X in section 3.4.
In any representation in which the potential field is short ranged and
fL(q,q', ') = (q - qp(w)) (3.235)
where qp lies at the point of contact with the pore wall, then X = 0 is obtained (since
IV = 0 there) and So = 1 - K in all pore cross-sections. On the other hand, if the
vector qp is chosen so as to maximize X, this corresponds to maxiillizing I W I.
In cylindrical pores, where I TVW = r(1 - r2 ), this mlaximum occurs at r = //3.
Thus, for a sphere, letting
fD = (r - (1 - y)) (3.236)
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and chosing so as to maximize X yields
ro = -2A + 15A2 - 20,\3 + 8 4 0 < A < 1 - /3
(3.237)
= 2x -x,2 -2~(1 - V /3 < A < 1.
While equation 3.237 can take on negative values, this means only that negative
values of a, cannot be ruled out yet without further knowledge fd. Clearly, a great
deal of variation in the result for a, based on the Inodel 3.236 is possible. However,
this model deliberately extreinizes X and thus constitutes a severe assumption for fd
and has little to recommend itself on intuitive grounds. Instead, smooth distributions
of force throughout the solute particle have mnore intuitive appeal, at least in so far
as they do not arbitrarily emphasize a particular location within the solute as the
location of the particle's physical effects.
In order to assess the variation of the comnputed result for a, with imore smoothly
varying force distribution functions, consider a spherical solute particle in slit pores
and short range potentials. If instead of a uniform distribution of force within the
volume of the solute particle, the particle is represented as a uniform distribution of
force over its surface, then
f, dx' = 2A . (3.238)
This yields
[1 y(1 - 2) dy (3.239)
where a factor of 2 has been incorporated into equation 3.239 to account for particle
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contact with the top and bottom plates. Integrating yields
- 2A)2 + 4(1 - 2A)4],
= 4' - -(1 22 1 - ( 
= - -- (. - 1-2A)2 (I +,
[1(1 + 4\
1
16A
(3.240)
(3.241)
(3.242)
(3.243)- 4A2)],
- 1 + 4,\ - 4A2 -4(1- 2,\) 2 A(1 - A)], (3.244)
(3.245)
(3.246)
1
= (1 - A)[1 - (1 - 2A )2],
4
1
= -(1 - A)[4A - 4A2],
4
= (1 - A)2 . (3.247)
(3.248)a = 1-aK - (I - A)2.
For hard potentials ao 1 - K - (1 - K)K 2 and
o-= (1 - K)(1 - If2) = (1 - KI)2(1 + K). (3.249)
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antd
Now
X 1 1 1 1(c
-2A )2 ,
Compared to the result computed assuming a uniform volumetric force distribution
= ( - I )(1 + 0.8K),
the greatest difference A between these is
A = 0.2K(1 - I) 2 (3.250)
whose maxinlunl value A = 0.03 occurs when = 2,/.3.
Another intuitively appealing (listril)ution is a surface (listril)ition weighted to re-
flect the effectivness of a solvent molecule i implart iig ilolent un to lie particle in
the opp)osite direction to the force the pore exerts on te solute. Such a distrilution
views solvent molecule collisions as occuring (on average) normal to the particle sur-
face and the effectiveness of those collisions i opposing the solute nleitmbrane force as
proportional to (the absolute value of) the scalar protluct of these two vectors. This
distribution is expressible as
J foD d' = A!y - 'l (3.251)
with y' = (1 - A). The normalization condlition (leterlliles A1:
A1 ' I, - 'l dy = 2A y - ( - A\)dy (3.252)
A1- ( ) 1-A
2A 2(I - - A (3.253)
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= 2A [(2,\ - )- - I + A + I - 2A + A2]
= A[2A - A2 - 2A + 2A21 = AA2 = 1
A.4= 1/,\2.
Now computing X gives
X = 2,\2 -22A2/2
;y -(1 - \)Iy( --
The integral can be expressed as
f'-2(1 - A -y)y(l - y2) dy +
1-2A
t(Y
IA
-(1 - A))y(1 -
= (1 - A)(y - y3) + y4 _ y2dy I + (1 - A)(y3 - y)dy.
This eventually reduces to
2,\( - A)( I - 0.8,\)
X = A(1 - ,\)(1 - 0.8A).
= 1 - K - \(1- A)(1-0.8A)
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so
(3.254)
(3.255)
(3.256)
y2) dy. (3.257)
y2) dy
(3.258)
so that
(3.259)
Thus
(3.260)
(3.261)
and as before
ro = (1 - K) 2 (1 + 0.8K) (3.262)
which is surprisingly the same result obtained assuming a uniform volumetric distri-
bution.
Thus, employing three smooth but fundamentally different force distributions re-
sults in differences in o, that are smaller than the usual experimantal errors associated
with such measurements. It seems that as long as fD is fairly smooth and well be-
haved, the final result doesn't depend greatly on the exact details of the distribution.
Thus, the final result doesn't depend greatly on the function fd, which is the best
possible state of affairs given the current lack of a theory capable of computing fd.
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Chapter 4
Computer Output and Source
Code
Contained in the remainder of this chapter are the results of the numerical solutions
and the source code used to obtain them.
Numerical Results for the Osmotic Reflection Coefficient
Pore type: Cylindrical
Solute type: Spherical
Asymptotic for small particles
Integration Points: 40
Date: 10/2/90
Epsilon K 1-K X ORC
0.05 0.903 0.097 0.086 0.011
0.10 0.810 0.190 0.147 0.043
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0.15 0.722 0.278 0.187 0.090
0.20 0.640 0.360 0.210 0.150
0.25 0.563 0.438 0.218 0.220
0.30 0.490 0.510 0.215 0.295
0.35 0.423 0.577 0.203 0.375
0.40 0.360 0.640 0.184 0.456
0.45 0.303 0.697 0.162 0.536
0.50 0.251 0.749 0.138 0.611
Numerical Results for the Osmotic Reflection Coefficient
Pore type: Cylindrical
Solute type: Spherical
Integration Points: 40
Date: 9/27/1990
Epsilon K 1-K X ORC
0.40 0.360 0.640 0.184 0.456
0.45 0.302 0.698 0.162 0.536
0.50 0.250 0.750 0.137 0.613
0.55 0.202 0.798 0.112 0.685
0.60 0.160 0.840 0.088 0.752
0.65 0.122 0.878 0.066 0.811
0.70 0.090 0.910 0.047 0.863
0.75 0.063 0.938 0.030 0.907
0.80 0.040 0.960 0.018 0.942
0.85 0.023 0.977 0.009 0.969
0.90 0.010 0.990 0.003 0.987
0.95 0.003 0.997 0.001 0.997
1.00 0.000 1.000 -0.000 1.000
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Numerical Results for the Osmotic Reflection Coefficient
Pore type: Cylindrical
Solute type: Needle
Hard Potentials
Integration Points: 20
Date: 10/3/1990
Lambda K 1-K X ORC
0.200 0.899 0.101 0.078 0.023
0.400 0.799 0.201 0.118 0.083
0.600 0.701 0.299 0.133 0.166
0.800 0.605 0.395 0.129 0.266
1.000 0.517 0.483 0.115 0.368
1.200 0.442 0.558 0.095 0.463
1.400 0.336 0.664 0.075 0.589
1.600 0.271 0.729 0.056 0.673
1.800 0.198 0.802 0.041 0.761
2.000 0.152 0.848 0.032 0.816
2.200 0.116 0.884 0.024 0.860
2.400 0.098 0.902 0.020 0.882
2.600 0.085 0.915 0.017 0.898
2.800 0.064 0.936 0.014 0.922
3.000 0.058 0.942 0.012 0.930
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Numerical Results for the Osmotic Reflection Coefficient
Pore type: Slit
Solute type: Needle
Hard Potentials
Integration Points: 40
Date: 9/25/1990
Lambda K 1-K X ORC
0.200 0.898 0.102 0.075 0.027
0.400 0.801 0.199 0.109 0.090
0.600 0.702 0.298 0.114 0.184
0.800 0.604 0.396 0.101 0.295
1.000 0.500 0.500 0.083 0.417
1.200 0.413 0.587 0.069 0.518
1.400 0.357 0.643 0.060 0.583
1.600 0.318 0.682 0.052 0.630
1.800 0.282 0.718 0.046 0.672
2.000 0.252 0.748 0.042 0.706
2.200 0.231 0.769 0.038 0.731
2.400 0.212 0.788 0.035 0.753
2.600 0.192 0.808 0.032 0.776
2.800 0.174 0.826 0.030 0.796
3.000 0.161 0.839 0.028 0.811
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{$N+}
program compute_osmoticreflectioncoefficient;
This program computes the osmotic reflection coefficient according
to the modified and corrected equations finalized on October 2, 1990
It uses the results valid for all particle to pore radius
ratios. The function "force_fcn" can be adapted for uniform volumetric,
uniform surface, or normal weighted surface functions but the
equations to do so must be developed. It is currently written
for uniform volumetric.
var N,count,i:integer;
omega,X,K,twopi,ep,ep2,ep3,ep4:double;
txtl:text;
margin: string;
procedure initialize;
begin
twopi:=2.0*pi;
n:=40;
assign(txtl,'orcsc40.dat');
rewrite(txtl);
margin:='
writeln(txtl);writeln(txtl);
writeln(txt1);writeln(txtl);
writeln(txt) ;writeln(txtl);
writeln(txtl,margin,'Numerical Results for the Osmotic
Reflection Coefficient');
writeln(txt );
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writ eln(txt ,margin, 'Pore type: Cylindrical');
writeln(txtl,margin,'Solute type: Spherical');
wrictln(txtl,margin, 'Integration Points: ',n:3);
writeln(txtl,margin,'Date: 9/27/1990');
writeln(txti);writeln(txt );
writeln(txtl,margin,'Epsilon K 1-K
X ORC');
writeln(txti,margin, '-------------------
---------------');
end;
procedure initcalc;
begin
ep2:=sqr(ep);
~p3: =ep*ep2;
ep4:=sqr(ep2);
end;
function weight(xx,th:double) :double;
var t,t2,t3:double;
begin
weight:=(1.0 - sqr(xx))*xx*cos(th);
end; { procedure weight(xx:double) }
function forcefcn(xx,theta: double): double;
var tl,res,yy:double;
begin
if (1-sqr(xx) < O) then writeln('absx>1');
ti : sqr(xx) + sqr(1.0 - ep) - 2.0*xx*(1.0-ep)*cos(theta);
if (O<ti) and (tl<ep2) then res:= 3.0*sqrt(ep2 - tl)/(2.0*pi*ep3)
else res:= 0.0;
forcfcn:=res;
end;
function integral(al,bl,a2,b2:double;fn:iinteger):double;
var dumx,dumth,sum,hx,hth:double;
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i,j:integer;
function kernal(xx,th:double):double;
begin
case fn of
1: kernal := xx*forcefcn(xx,th);
2: kernal := xx*weight(xx,th)*force_fcn(xx,th);
end;
end;
function intwght:integer;
var resi,resj:integer;
begin
if i=O then resi:=1
else if i=N then resi:=1
else if odd(i) then resi:=4
else resi:=2;
if j-0 then resj:=1
else if j=N then resj:=1
else if odd(j) then resj:=4
else resj:=2;
intwght: =resi*resj;
end;
begin
hx := (bl-al)/N;
hth := (b2-a2)/N;
dumx := al;
sum:=0;
for i:= 0 to N do
begin
dumx:=al + i*hx;
for j:= 0 to N do
begin
dumth:=a2 + j*hth;
sum := sum + intwght*kernal(dumx,dumth);
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end;
end;
integral:= hx * hth * sum / 9.0;
end;
procedure computeresult;
begin
X:= (1-ep)*integral(O,1,0,twopi,2);
K:= sqr(1.0-ep);
omega := 2.0*ep - ep2 - X;
end;
procedure write-output;
begin
writeln(txtl,margin,' ',ep:4:2,K:12:3,(1-K):12:3,X:12:3,omega:12:3);
writeln(ep:4:2,K:12:3,(l-K):12:3,X:12:3,omega:12:3);
end;
begin
initialize;
for i:=O to 12 do
begin
ep:=0.4+ 0.05*i;
initcalc;
compute_result;
write_output;
end;
close(txt l);
end.
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{$N+}
program computeosmoticreflection_coefficient;
This program computes the osmotic reflection coefficient according
to the modified and corrected equations finalized on October 2, 1990.
It uses the results expanded for small particle to pore radius
ratio and is limited to epsilon < 0.5. The function "forcefcn"
can be adapted for uniform volumetric, uniform surface, or normal
weighted surface functions be appropriately altering the comment
statements therein. It is currently written for uniform volumetric.
var N,count,i:integer;
ORC,B,halfpi,ep,intfdf,ep2,ep3,ep4,X,K:real;
txti:text;
margin: string;
procedure initialize;
begin
halfpi:=0.5*pi;
n:=40;
assign(txtl,'orcsca40.dat');
rewrite(txtl);
margin:='
writeln(txtl);writeln(txtl);
writeln(txtl);writeln(txtl);
writeln(txt);writeln(txt1);
writeln(txtl,margin,'Numerical Results for the Osmotic
Reflection Coefficient');
writeln(txtl);
writeln(txti,margin,'Pore type: Cylindrical');
writeln(txtl,margin,'Solute type: Spherical');
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writeln(txtl,margin,'Asymptotic for small particles');
writeln(txtl,margin,'Integration Points: ',n:3);
writeln(txtl,margin,'Date: 10/2/90');
writeln(txtl);writeln(txtl);
writeln(txtl,margin,'Epsilon K 1-K
X ORC');
writeln(txtl,margin,'-------------------
----------------- );
end;
procedure initcalc;
begin
ep2:=sqr(ep);
ep3:=ep*ep2;
ep4:=sqr(ep2);
end;
function weight(xx,th:real):real;
var tl,t2,t3:real;
begin
tl := (2.0*(1.0-xx) - ep*sqr(1.0-xx));
t2 := (1.0-ep*(1.0-xx));
t3 := 1.0 - ep2*B*sqr(sin(th));
weight:=tl*t2*t3;
end; { procedure weight(xx:real) }
function force_fcn(xx,theta:real):real;
var res,tl,t2:real;
begin
{tl := abs(xx - 0.5*ep*(1.0-sqr(xx))*sqr(sin(theta))/(1.0-ep));
t2 := sqrt(1.0 - 0.5*ep2*B*sqr(sin(theta)));
res:= sqrt((1.0 - ep*(1.0-xx)))*tl/t2;} {Weighted surface}
{Uniform surface abs=1}
if B<O then writeln('B<O');
if (1.0-sqr(xx) < O) then writeln('absx>1');
tl := (1.0 - ep*(1.0 - xx)) * sqrt(B)*sqrt(1.0-sqr(xx))*sqr(cos(theta));
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t2 := sqrt(1.0 - 0.5*ep2*B*sqr(sin(theta)));
res:=tI/t2;
force_fcn:=res;
end;
function integral(al,bl,a2,b2:real;fn:integer):real;
var dumx,dumth,sum,hx,hth:real;
i, j: integer;
function kernal(xx,th:real) :real;
begin
case fn of
1: kernal := force_fcn(xx,th);
2: kernal := weight(xx,th)*force_fcn(xx,th);
end;
end;
function intwght:integer;
var resi,resj:integer;
begin
if i=O then resi:=1
else if i=N then resi:=1
else if odd(i) then resi:=4
else resi:=2;
if j=o then resj:=1
else if j=N then resj:=
else if odd(j) then resj:=4
else resj:=2;
intwght: =resi*resj;
end;
begin
hx := (bl-al)/N;
hth := (b2-a2)/N;
dumx := al;
sum: =0;
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for i:= 0 to N do
begin
dumx:=ai + i*hx;
for j:= 0 to N do
begin
dumth:=a2 + j*hth;
B := 0.5*(1.0 - sqr(dumx)) / ((1.0-ep)*(1.0 -ep*(1.0-dumx)));
sum := sum + intwght*kernal(dumx,dumth);
end;
end;
integral:= hx * hth * sum / 9.0;
end;
procedure integralfdf;
begin
intfdf := integral(-1,1,0,halfpi,1);
end;
procedure computeresult;
begin
X:=ep*(1-ep)*integral(-1,1,0,halfpi,2)/intfdf;
K:= sqr(1.0-ep);
ORC := 2.0*ep - ep2 - X;
end;
procedure write_output;
begin
writeln(txtl,margin,' ',ep:4:2,K:12:3,(1-K):12:3,X:12:3,ORC:12:3);
writeln(ep:20:10,' ',orc:20:10);
end;
begin
initialize;
for i:= 1 to 10 do
begin
ep:=0.05*i;
if abs(ep-0.5) <0.001 then ep:=0.499;
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initcalc;
int egralfdf;
compute_result;
write_output;
end;
close(txtl);
end.
{$N+}
program computeosmoticreflection_coefficient;
{********************************************************************
This program computes the X, intrapore momentum transport term, for
needles in cylindrical pores using results computed 4/27/90.
Modified September 25, 1990
uses Dos;
var N,m:integer;
PK,twopi,halfpi,lambda,
a ,bl ,a2,b2,hth,hph,a3,b3,hs,
sinphi,orien_sum_factor,X,soc:double;
tztl:text;
margin: string;
yr,mo,day,dow:word;
procedure initialize;
begin
twopi:=2.0*pi;
half_pi:=pi/2.0;
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N:=20;
assign(txtl,'XNC.dat');
rewrite(txtl);
getdate(Yr,mo,day,dow);
margin:= ' '
writeln(txtl);writeln(txtl);
writeln(txtl);writeln(txtl);
writeln(txt1);writeln(txt1);
writeln(txtl,margin,'Numerical Results for X');
writeln(txt1);
writeln(txtl,margin,'Pore type: Cylindrical');
writeln(txtl,margin,'Solute type: Needle');
writeln(txtl ,margin,'Hard Potentials');
writeln(txtl,margin,'Integration Points: ',n:3);
writeln(txtl,margin,'Date: ',mo,'/',day,'/',yr);
writeln(txtl);writeln(txt1);
writeln(txtl,margin,'lambda X ');
writeln(txtl,margin,' ------------------- );
end;
procedure initcalc;
begin
al:=0.0;
bl:=half_pi;
a2:=0.0;
b2:=half_pi;
hth := (bl-al)/N;
hph := (b2-a2)/N;
oriensum_factor := hth * hph / (9.0 * 4.0 * pi);
a3:=0.0;
b3:=1.0;
hs: =(b3-a3)/N;
end;
function weight(m:integer):integer;
begin
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if m=O then weight:=1
else if m=N then weight:=1
else if odd(m) then weight:=4
else weight:=2;
end;
function kernal(t,th,ph:double):double;
var tl,spst,result,a,rp,thalf,c,sin-th,d:double;
begin
sin_th:=sin(th);
spst:=sin_phi*sinth;
tl:=t*lambda;
thalf := O.5*lambda;
a:= 1.0 - tl*spst;
rp:= sqrt(1.0-2.0*thalf*spst + sqr(thalf)*sqr(sinphi));
c:= 2.0*tl*spst - sqr(tl)*sqr(sinphi) ;
result := a*c*rp;
kernal: =result;
end;
function e_EkT(r,theta,phi:double):double;
{For the given particle, this function returns the value of the
negative exponential of the potential divided by kT, when the
locator point is at r and the particle orientation is specified
by the given angles.}
var xx,yy,zz,r2,res:double;
begin
xx := lambda*sinphi*cos(theta);
yy :=-1 + lambda*sin_phi*sin(theta);
zz := lambda*cos(phi);
r2 := (sqrt(sqr(xx) + sqr(yy)));
if r2>1 then res := 0
else res := ;
eEkT:=res;
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end;
function line_integral_fdf(th,ph:double):double;
var s,dum_sum:double;
k:integer;
begin
dum_sum:= 0.0;
s := a3;
for k:= 0 to N do
begin
dum_sum := dum_sum + weight(k)*kernal(s,th,ph);
s := s + hs;
end;
lineintegralfdf:= hs*dum_sum / 3.0;
end;
procedure computeX;
var dumth,dumph,tmpwght,o_sum:double;
i,j:integer;
begin
o_sum: =0;
dumth:=al;
for i:= 0 to N do
begin
dumph:=a2;
for j:= 0 to N do
begin
sinphi:=sin(dumph);
if abs(sin_phi) > 1.OE-8 then
if eEkT(-i,dumth,dumph) > 0 then
begin
tmp_wght:= weight(i)*weight(j)*sin-phi;
osum:= o_sum + tmpwght*line_integral_fdf(dumth,dumph);
end;
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dumph:=dumph + hph;
end;
dumth:=dumth + hth;
end;
X:=o_sum*orien_sumfactor*(2.0/pi)*(4.0*pi);
end;
begin
initialize;
initcalc;
lambda:=0.2;
for M:=1 to 15 do
begin
compute_X;
writeln(txtl,margin,lambda:6:3,X:9:3);
writeln(margin,lambda:6:3,X:9:3);
lambda:=lambda + 0.2;
end;
close(txt );
end.
{$N+}
program computeosmoticreflectioncoefficient;
This program computes the osmotic reflection coefficient for
needles in slit pores using results computed 4/27/90.
Modified September 25, 1990. Agrees with exact result
to 9 sigfigs for lambda=0.1 and N=40.
Uses dos;
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var N,m:integer;
PK,two_pi,half_pi,lambda,
al,bl,a2,b2,hth,hph,a3,b3,hs,
sin-phi,orien_sumfactor,X,soc:double;
txtl:text;
margin: string;
day,mo,yr,dow:word;
procedure initialize;
begin
two_pi:=2.0 *pi;
half pi:=pi/2.0;
N:=40;
assign(txtl,'XNS.DAT');
rewrite(txtl);
getdate(yr,mo,day,dow);
margin:=' ';
writeln(txtl);writeln(txt1);
writeln(txt );writeln(txt );
writeln(txtl);writeln(txtl);
writeln(txtl,margin, 'Numerical Results for X');
writeln(txti);
writeln(txtl,margin, 'Pore type: Slit');
writeln(txtl,margin,'Solute type: Needle');
writeln(txtl,margin, 'Hard Potentials');
writeln(txtl,margin, ' Integration Points: ',n:3);
writeln(txtl,margin,'Date: ',mo,'/',day,'/',yr);
writeln(txtl);writeln(txtl);
writeln(txtl,margin,'Lambda X ');
writeln(txtl,margin,' ----------------- );
end;
procedure initcalc;
begin
al:=O.0;
bl :=half pi;
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a2:=0.0;
b2:=half_pi;
hth := (bl-ai)/N;
hph := (b2-a2)/N;
orien_sum_factor := hth * hph / (9.0 * 4.0 * pi);
a3:=0.0;
b3:=1.0;
hs:=(b3-a3)/N;
end;
function weight(m:integer):integer;
begin
if m=O then weight:=1
else if m=N then weight:=1
else if odd(m) then weight:=4
else weight:=2;
end;
function kernal(th,ph:double):double;
var spst,result,a,b,c,sin_th,d:double;
begin
sinth:=sin(th);
spst:=sin_phi*sinth;
result := lambda*(spst - 2*lambda*sqr(spst) +
sqr(lambda)*spst*sqr(spst))/pi;
kernal:=result;
end;
function eEkT(r,theta,phi:double):double;
{For the given particle, this function returns the value of the
negative exponential of the potential divided by kT, when the
one end of the needle contacts the bottom plate and the
needle orientation is specified by the given angles.}
var xx,yy,zz,r2,res:double;
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begin
xx := 2.0*lambda*sin_phi*cos(theta);
yy :=-1 + 2.0*lambda*sin_phi*sin(theta);
zz := 2.0*lambda*cos(phi);
if (yy>l) then res := 0
else res := 1;
e_EkT:=res;
end;
procedure compute_X;
var dumth,dumph,tmp_wght,o_sum:double;
i,j:integer;
begin
o_sum:=0;
dumth:=al;
for i:= 0 to N do
begin
dumph:=a2;
for j:= O to N do
begin
sin_phi:=sin(dumph);
if abs(sin_phi) > 1.OE-8 then
if e_EkT(-1,dumth,dumph) > 0 then
begin
tmp_wght:= weight(i)*weight(j)*sin_phi;
osum:= o_sum + tmpwght*kernal(dumth,dumph);
end;
dumph:=dumph + hph;
end;
dumth:=dumth + hth;
end;
X:=o_sum*oriensumfactor*2.0*(4.0*pi);
end;
begin
initialize;
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initcalc;
lambda:=0.2;
for M:=I to 15 do
begin
compute_X;
writeln(txtl,margin,lambda:6:3,X:9:3);
lambda: =lambda + 0.2;
end;
close(txti);
end.
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